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In the New Z ealand Official Y earbook 1967, there are
four ref er enc es to the Chath am I slands. Th ey total less
than two lines in 1171 pages.
Th ey tell us that the islands
are "a small group 530
statute miles to the east of
Lyttelton)) and that "there
were four State fnimary
schools)) .
Elsewhere,
in
tables, we find that the area
is 372 square miles (240,000
acres ) and that the 1966 census population was 520. Most
of us have never visited the
islands but think of them
vaguely as desolate windswept country w here shee/J
and cattle graze on the native
vegetation.
W e invited j\![ r Barker to
write about th em for " R eview)).

\

ln 1891 his arandf at her,
who farm ed at Geraldine,
havin g six sons and a pioneering spirit, bought I<ain garoa
Station at the C hatham
I slands. This was form ed in to
a family farmin g company in
1927 and Mr Barker became
the overseer in 1960. Although also farmin g n ear Hawarden, he
visits the Chath ams at least twice a year and takes a very active
interest in both the welfare of the station and in the future of the
island community.
H e has w ritten this unusual and interesting story for us- an
account of an imaginary visit to Chatham Islands 15 years from
now.
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CHATHAM ISLANDS 1984
By S. Barker
Mt. M ason , Hawa rden .

H ere we are one a nd a h alf hours out from Ron gotai having coffee in the modern p a enger lounge at H apupu Airfield,
C hath am Islands. What a contrast to my last visit in 1968 when
t he mud flew up from the wheels of the Bristol freighter and we
nearly got tuck when turning on to the runway. On that occasion I had been thrilled with my first helicopter flight when the
old army truck h ad got stuck in the edge of T e Whanga Lagoon
and we had been fen-ied in twos to huddle in the small firetender bay out of the wind and rain. Today it is all bustle, as
men in white overall roll out the cargon of beef and lamb cuts
and fresh vegetables to be towed aboard the pressuri ed 20seater aircraft which replaced Safe Air's Bristols in ] 978. These
a ircraft fl y in twice daily with an average of 18 pa engers and
freight. The runw ay is sealed now and controlled by the
D evelopment Corporation which run the billers that hold the
fish, meat and vegetables to be collected on the second flight
this evenin g. Becau e of it speed, the plane does a freight trip
with a new crew in the evening and the fish is tran hipped to
Sydney arriving there only six hours after leaving Chatham .
While we wait for the Lodge tran port, I look through the
Museum of Early History and Moriori Culture. Bill, the bus
driver, who h as Moriori blood in his veins, now comes aero. and
proudly explains the artifacts and their u es to a group of us.
Wh at interest me mo t are the photo., sketches and map of the
old ealing and whaling days. What men they must have been
to survive the wrecks and hard life! As we have shown uch
interest, Bill stops at the end of the airfield and takes us a short
way into the kopi (or karaka ) bu h to how us the dend raglyphs- or M oriori tree carving made over three hundred years
ago. Bill hows us the recently-built repli a of the M oriori village with its primitive helter of bushes pulled together. Also the
pile of pipi shellfish sh ells and stone flint or mataas used to
cut up blackfish whi ch came ashore in schools and still do occasionally. At last we regretfully drive away and across the causeway road the 20 miles to the Lodge. On our right are green
fields brought into production by the Lands and Survey D epartment out of the reclaimed 20 000 acre part of T e Whanga
Lagoon when the causeway was built. I smile as I ee the sleek
black cattle an d white heep and I think of Charles H eaphy who
in 1842 wrote a development plan proposing this - and then
the fu in 1968 of all the people who said it couldn 't be done.
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C halmers

We tum off the W aitangi road at Big Bush and go down the
new short cut to the meat works passing the white refrigerated
truck going out to the airfield with this evening's load of beef
and lamb cuts. I marvel as we speed along at 45 m.p.h. on the
bitumen/sand carpet road urface when I think of the old white
lime-covered pot-holed ribbon of road in 1968. Also the terrible
peat dust which covered everything and the dead sheep one had
to dodge in the middle of the road. Things have certainly changed since my last visit and an air of confidence and prosperity
can be felt everywhere. We now swing into the Lodge entrance
past the golf course and down to the lake edge and the moteltype accommodation. After booking in at the main building I
rush over to buy a camera and films from the duty-free shop and
to collect my Visitor's Card which allows me duty-free drinks
at the Lodge bar. This system, introduced in the early 70's, has
really made the tourist trade po sible and was a shrewd move
by the Government as the extra trade has cut the need for subidies on the transport. After lunch I stroll down the jetty and
watch several young people trying to learn to water ski and
further out one of the hire yachts heeling over in the steady
breeze. What a delightful spot, sheltered by the edge of the
kopi bush on the shore of the 26,000 acre lagoon. Those
limestone outcrops and rolling hillocks really were naturally
made for a golf course with character. What a relief to be
away from the smog and city bu tle and be able to relax in this
climate with its even temperature. For years people thought
Chatham Island was a wet and windy place but now many
escape the frosts of the mainland for Chatham's 45-65 ° temperature and 30 to 60 inch rainfall. Recently, the increa d leisure
4

time and overcrowding has made holidaying in New Zealand
more of a battle than a rest.
I have forgotten to tell you how this all happened. Well
in early 1969 a team of Ministers of the Crown visited Chatham
and were perturbed to find that a haphazard development was
taking place with much money and effort being wasted . They
persuaded Cabinet to instigate a survey of resources and a plan
of development. Because of the urgency of the problem the
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Stanford U niver ity Research Unit of Californi a was engaged to
prepare a report. They sent a New Zealander on their staff
out immediately. From this independent far- ighted report, the
Governm ent after many misgivings passed the Chatham Islands
Development Corporation Bill which among t other things all owed tax concession to out ide ompani es who started join t venture with the Chatham Islands Development Corporation locally called CIDCORP. T h is in terested a
ew Zealand
group to in vest in the airline and Lodge, the J apan e in the big
forest plantings on the So uth Coast, and the Singapore gro up in
fish f arrning. The Development Co rporation took over the
M eat Co. in a share exchange, and most of the ab entee land
owners sold their land to C ID CORP as did several island fa rmers who still farmed the land but to a plan CID C ORP laid
down, a well as working on other CIDCORP projects uch as
forestry and tourism, or providing wha rf labour. The duty-free
shop at the airport and Lodge came in in 1973 when the ew
Zealand tourist group m oved in. I t wa prompted by the
Government, foll owing the success of the Cook Isla nds a irfi eld
and tourist industry in aving oversea funds. Of course the tax
concession precedent had been established in 1968 with Comal- .
co' aluminium melter at Bluff, so the 1969 legislation wa n' t
revoluti onary and the Government realised a ca pital inve tment
had to be made to make Chath am Islands an economic unit. The
alternative was to let the Island econom y run down after the
crayfi h boom and then resettle the I la nders in ew Zealand but this wa just not politically po sible.
·
. Another effect of the Stanford report was that the D epartment of M aori and Island Affairs became responsible for Chatham Islan ds and had two members on the CIDCORP Board
with power to veto. T his wasn' t unexpected as the Internal
Affairs D epartment which was responsible f.or Chatham from
196 1 to 1968 had had an unhappy record. In fact the Minister
in charge from 1963 didn't visit the I land till early 1969.
Other effects of the Stanford report we re the investigation
of the use of peat as fuel fo r power genera tion and after many
trial a large mechanical cutter was made and another machin e
. Ao compress peat into " bricks' under such pre ure that the
water was nearly all squeezed out an d the bricks could be used
immediately. Five genera ting plants to use these were established at Waitangi, T e Awatea, Owenga, Port H utt and K aingaroa. Thi saved expen ive fu el import and m ade exports
more competitive.
Also the W aitangi Port development in the early 70's proved inadequ ate even though the old cargo boat had been sunk
6

The Meat Works

( Photo: S. Barker)

to provide a breakwater. The Stanford report was again actioned in the late 70's and a . mall amount of nuclear explosive was
used to blast a deep-water port in sheltered Port Hutt. Thi
has allowed direct shipment to Australia, Singapore and J apan
of our fish, wool, meat and timber. The U . . now takes little of
our crayfish which nearly all goes to booming Australia.
On W ednesday I hired a car to visit places I knew back in
1968. M y first call was two mile away at the meat works
which is hardly recogni able from my last visit. They now have
a timber-treatment plant for po ts, battens and building timber.
Also they have a bulk woolstore which takes the whole island
woolclip and sorts, classes and vacuum packs it. It is old
by sample and objective measurement and mainly go to J apan.
Attached to the woolstore is a merchandise showroom as it was
fo und th at the Stock Firms didn' t give a full service. The M eat
Co. now orders all farm requirements and stud stock. Even
though everal farmer have studs they haven' t been able to cope
with the terrifi c stock increase. Also at the meat works is a
digester which turns all the meat and fish offal into fish food.
The fish offal is now collected daily by truck which take out
the treated fi h fo od on it return journey. These fish farms
have been a big development in the 70's, and Chatham with its
shallow lakes has avoided the huge capital co t of building ponds
as in ew Zealand. The perch and carp have been accepted
far better in Asia than expected, and now that F.A.O. h as a
world food policy, the assured market makes planning easy.
7

Virtually nothing is now wa ted as after the perch is filleted the
body is reprocessed and fed back to its mates. Also when the
permanent outlet from Te Whanga Lagoon to the sea was constructed, eel traps were built into it to catch the migrating eels.
They are held in fre h water to lose their oily ta te, then processed
during the closed crayfish season to make more u e of the expensive plant. Next into Waitangi which is still the headquarters
of CIDCORP and Government circles. The Motel with their
attached Restaurant are new to me and I had an excellent fi h
meal while looking out over the bay to the slipway built on to
the lea side of the second arm of the wharf. This slipway still
services the small fishing boats that crayfish in ea on, but the
larger trawlers use the new wharf at Port Hutt where the big
bulk fuel tanks are.
On Thursday I joined a tour and we drove down the Dur-•
ham coast to the Homs and L'Eveque Park with its lovely
treeferns and wild sheep. The new forestry road skirts the 700
foot cliffs along the South Coast for 20 miles to Owenga. The
first stop after the Horns was Te Rangatapu lake surrounded
with treefems and asters in this 70in. rainfall area. It is much
to CIDCORPS credit that when it took over the County Coun-

( Ph oto: S. Barker)
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Te One District. Lake Huro in the distance and the school on the left.
Note the limestone-surfaced road and saltbum on the trees.
( Photo: S . Barker)

cil's powers it bought this 50,000 acre area and formed a park
to preserve a small area of bush as it was. This decision also
saved the pigs, the wild sheep with their magnificent horns and
the remnants of the highland cattle from extinction. Licences
can be obtained to shoot these occasionally when the animal
population grows too large. On our way to Cascade Gorge
we were lucky to see a mob of wild cattle grazing in the distance
and what glorious horns they had when viewed through binocullars. The shelter at Cascade Gorge gives one of the most magnificent views I have ever seen. In 1968 this area was virtually
unknown and the main 500 ft. waterfall with its two small
falls flanking it are as pretty as I have seen. We are also lucky
with the day as looking acros.5 we can see the sunken coast off
Pitt Island. Sail Rock with its 200ft. sheer rock face sticks out
supreme and Castle, The Fort and Mangere defy nature with
their stark cliffs. Nearer at hand the coast drops a!way to a
rocky shore reminding me of the Big Sur in California. Bill
boils the billy while we eat our packed lunches and admire the
view. We now leave the Park and enter the forestry development. The first few rows are very gnarled and bent with the
southerly wind, but once the rows get shelter the pines stand tall
9

and straight. Even with ten to fifteen years' growth th ey are
an impressive sight on the rolling peat downs. After six miles
of this we come to better land again on the M oriori Tru t farm
at M anakau. H ere cattle and heep graze on lush p astures and
we descend to the point where T ommy Solomon's grave lies in
a imple cemetery. In 1934 this last of the full-blooded M orioris
was buried - all 34 stones of him. So ended a race of Ston e
Age people whose chi ef claim to fame was the fact tha t they
were perhaps the onl y people in the world not to kill one a nother
for 300 years. In 1500 A.D. a great chief Nunuku outl awed
violence and, until the M aori invasion in 1835, all quarrels
were settled with short stick till blood was d rawn when honour
was satisfi ed. Now a hort run to Owenga and the thriving
fishing settlement. After the crayfish boom of the late 60's
when catches were brought ashore by helicopter, the companies
have got together and blasted away the reef and put up a hort
wharf to unload all types of fi h. It wa from here that the
ill-fated hovercraft service was run to Pitt Island but this proved
uneconomic and the old barge is still used to supplement th e
aircraft.
An early sta rt today saw us aboard the six-seater plane for
the 20 minute run to Pitt Island. Pitt Island of 15,600 acre
lies 16 miles south east of Chath am proper a nd is volcanic and
teep. After several years truggle trying to get heep and cattle
carcasses to the meat works by hovercraft, h licopter, and fixedwing aircraft, health regulations fin all y made it uneconomic and
Pitt was turned into a deer fa rm and an experimental ta tion fo r
tock diseases of heep, cattle and goat . The crayfi h factorie
and landowners combined for the deer farm and the freezer
were utilised to process the venison . R ecently the new sport of
shooting from the helicopter has become a tourist attraction and
a second helicopter collects the carcas: after the tourist has shot
it. While in 1968 I felt helicopters would become uneconomic,
the Vietn am War being fo ught then speeded this development of
fixed-rotor machin es which n ow have rotary motors and a re very
cheap both to bu y and run. In fact most cattle and sheep are
mu tered with them and where the sea bottom h a been proved
flat they successfull y lay craypots. The Australian tour i. ts with
u were thrilled to shoot a tag although the mall head made me
think back to the old day .
T oday I went out pa t the airfield to K a ingaroa on the
North Coast fo r a few days. I topped at Lake R angita i where
the biggest fish farming unit i situated. H ere a jet ty extend
far out from the processing house into the lake with ponds on
each side separated by plastic netting. T he fish were just being
JO

The Island Bus at Hapupu Airstrip.
( Ph oto: S. Barker)

fed from the bulk silos by conveyor belt and for a brief minute
the water appeared to boil as the granular feed fell into th e
water. The fish , mainl y perch, when fill eted is taken to the
blast freezers at Kaingaroa and packed in bulk for Singapore
where CIDCORPS partner distributes and ells it. On the
shores of the lake one can see the rows of shelter belts of fl ax and
poplar, three hundred yards apart, breaking the prevailing wind
and allowing the vegetables to be grown all the year round .
As the rainfall here is only 30 inches a year, the lake is used
to irrigate the plants during the summer dry periods. The main
crops are a imed for the New Zealand off-season when even the
heavy airfreight leaves a good profit. As the pecialised growing on peat has been proved, more vegetables and strawberries
will be grown but it takes five years to establish enough helter
to protect plants from the wind. Already the crop has grown
too big for airfreight and again the fish blast freezers are used to
freeze these vegetables for J apan and India. On to Kaingaroa
where the last of the big original New Zealand farmers still has
land. Thi farming company developed the H apupu airstrip
in the mid 50' . It eventually old to CIDCORP in the early
70's but retained a small area of 3,000 acres around Kaingaroa
Bay. This farm now produces more than the six-rimes-bigger
11

Waitangi
( Ph oto: S. Barku)

area did ten years ago. They have gone into studstock and
winter feed and the result gives animals easily as big !18 mainland studs. In fact observers say the two rams sent up to Pal-•
merston North last year would have almost won the show had
they been better prepared. The climate with lack of fro ts and
little direct fierce sunlight in summer is ideal for animal growth.
This old company wisely invested money in motels overlooking
the white-sanded bay and built a smart nine-hole golf course.
I am to stay at the impressive cantilevered Club House overlooking the fish-packing houses and tomorrow we plan to fi h for
tuna and shark on the big-game grounds just north of here where
the two ocean currents meet. This has rightly been called "The
Poor Mans Big-Game Fishing" as two years ago the record
shark wa landed here. Like the crayfish, for years people knew
they were here but only in the last ten years has playing tuna on
light tackle become a port. When the sharks are seen this is a
big bonus thrill. There are four game-fish launches here and
two each at Owenga, Pitt and Port Hutt.
After returning from Kaingaroa I had a rest day which
saw me having a round of golf in the morning as I wanted to be
at the Lodge at two for the Television Art Lesson . These
educational lesson have helped break Chatham's isolation and
12

improve worker productivity. They started after my last visit
when the Post Office was far- ighted enough to make pace on
the first communications atellite put up in 1970 for television
and direct radio-telephone contact.
On Saturday we saw the fortnightly sports carnival at the
W aitangi Racecourse. I thought back to the twice-annual race
meetings of the 60's when up to 70 Landrovers were lined up and
nearly all the 500 inhabitants attended. Today has a more
holiday atmosphere and is clearly organised for the visitors'
benefit with handicap events on the riding-school horses. These
horses, used for the popular overland treks, enter into the spirit
of it and provide many laughs with their stubbornness. There
is also a hearing competition, and other novelty events for
children and adults. The two flat horse races are still held with
the few remaining thoroughbreds to preserve the distinction of
Chatham being the econd-olde t Jockey Club in New Zealand
to hold continuous meetings. When I survey the assembled
crowds I grin as I think of the Ministry of Works' population
figures published in 1966 which projected a 1986 population
lipping to 480 persons on Chatham. This typified thinking at
the time.

The roading problem.
( Ph oto: S . Barker)
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My lat trip was out past Port Hutt to isolated Waitangi
West and the historic old Lutheran Mission Station at Maunganui. This was built in 1846 in stone and although not the
olde t house on Chatham, its setting under the steep volcanic
peak and remarkable pre ervation make the dash along the
beach well worth-while. On the way we stopped at the hexagonal columns near Port Hutt which rival the "Giant Steps"
in Ireland for ize and impres.siveness. Port Hutt itself has
grown from a derelict crayfish plant to a thriving community
since the oversea wharf was built. All cargo is collected here
and palletised ready for quick loading. It is hoped to soon
install an ultrasonic sterilising plant to handle fish, meat, and
vegetables packed in edible bags and vacuumed in shrink tunnels to avoid refrigeration. If this is successful they could treat
virtually the whole Island' output and pack it at the port ready
for immediate shipment.
At last the holiday i nearly over. As we approach Rangitai I think back over the last week and marvel at the change at
Chatham I lands. That they have been able to reach the
million ewe equivalents, despite land lost to forestry and market
gardening, is no real surprise after the National Development
P\an11ing succe of the late 60' . This integrated approach has
been the key to Chatham's prosperity coupled with the Maori
and Island Affairs Department- ponsored Sporting and
Study Tours which did such a lot to train Island leaders to run
their own affairs. When one thinks of the old days when free
enterprise et up bu in e anywhere and anyhow without
co-ordination, one wonders how we survived the early 70' until
primary produce price rose again. Of course the minimum
training standard for public-company director and compulsOI")' courses for Local Body members also made their mark.
And it was a brave move changing the Chatham I land's High
School back to primary tatu when it was realised that the
range of subjects, facilities and staff just weren 't big enough to
do justice to these isolated children. The city training in New
Zealand with its adequate teaching facilities ha given I land
children, like mainland country children, a chance to find their
feet in an increa ingly competitive world. Several island children have even gone on to University. Other are grown up but
still regularly revisit the mainland. With the world population
explosion I am sure Chatham I lands in future will see even
more expansion now that their people have training and con-•
fidence.
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FARMI G ON THE CHATHAMS TODAY -

A FOOTNOTE

The two inh abited islands of Chatham and Pitt Islands are together
nearly the size of Banks Peninsu la . Their h ighest point is under l ,000 feel
a nd the land is mainly rolling peat cou ntry with volca nic and ILmestone
outcro ps. The most fertile a reas lie in a trip along the coast and where
the heavy bush formerly stood. TnJand th ere are many shallow lakes and
most of th e "clears"-tbe local nam e fo r unfen ced low-fertility rush- and
fern-covered peat areas. The clima te has a very even, frost-free temperature
due mai nl y to th e wa rm sea currents a nd the high proportion of overcast
days. The rainfall varies from 25-70 inches. Humidity is very high and
often leads to foggy, damp conditions, especially in winter. But stock
water can be a problem in th e umm er dry period as few creeks a re permanent and th e lakes are bard to fence in to.
There are about eighty farms of which a third wou ld now be economic
for full-time fa rmers. Many farmer also wo rk as shearers and wharf
labou rers. At present, the crayfish boom has taken nearly everyone except
th e sea ick. Land is tightl y held a nd multiple owner hip is a problem. The
small a reas of good land a re hi ghly fertile and can carry 4-6 ewes per acre
witho ut fertili ser. Virtually no hay is saved and onJy a few acres of swedes
and turnips are grown for win ter feed . There is little cl over due to an
absence of bees-even queen s have to be imported rgu larly for the survival
of th e hives. Pasture growth ca n be expected all year round on good land
except durin g dro ught periods, and so uth erl y storms when alt burn cuts
growth. The vast rolling peat a reas have few dramage problems and one
local farmer has al read y shown that wi th 2 tons of lime an d 4 cwt. of
super per acre, their carrying capacity can be raised from o ne-half to
5 ewes per acre. Lime with a quite hi gh phosphate level is plentiful. It
does not need to be crushed and breaks up easi ly when loaded on to trucks.
Stock when drenched give high woolweights up to 12lb per ewe but
lambing percentages a rc rarely greater than 85 per cent. Stock-health can
be a problem , particularly with you ng anim als, du e to mineral deficiencies
on so me oi ls and to internal wo rms.
T here are abo ut 145,000 heep (mos tl y R omney type) on the island
an d 5,000 beef cattle, but numbers co uld be increased tenfold with assu red
economic markets , technical know ledge an d finance. However, the present
crayf ish boom a nd lower wool pri ces have stopped almost all fa rm development. Two yea rs ago farmers got togeth er an d bought the abattoir newl y
built in the centre of the Isla nd . Since th en no live sheep or cattle have
been hipped to Addmgton . But because there is no road yet to the airfield , o nl y trial sh ipments of chill ed meat have been sent to Wellin gton
so far.
Transportation is a ve ry big problem on the Cbatbams. The 33 miles
of all-weather roads are not eno ugh, and leave many areas isolated for
much of the yea r when the dirt roads become impassable. There is littl e
shin gle for surfacing them . The County o uncii, whose fi nances co me
almost o lely from import and exp ort due , have great difficult y main taining road and runnin g an expensive wharf system . .
U ntil tran sport, m arketin g, a n.d political problems are solved little
progress can be expected in this isolated part of ew Zealand.
S. BARKER.
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LUCERNE ESTABLISHMENT
By D. G. Reynolds
Department of Agriculture, Fairlie .

Very early in the development of high country the establishment of lucerne became vital for effective and versatile winter
feeding. Inevitably the best soils were used for lucerne, and
while this continued there were very few problems in its successful establishment.
However, when runholders tried to grow lucerne on secondclass soils the pattern changed for the worse. Establishment was
less certain and subsequent production varied widely. The first
problem was to look at the causes of poor establishment. It was
soon clear that they were purely physical.
Soil temperature and moisture are critical for at least
seven to eight days while lucerne is establishing. Temperature
is not hard to judge and assess. But the position with moisture
is extremely difficult. These oils can move from maximum
moisture to drought conditions in 48 hours as far as seeds germinat;ing in the top inch are concerned. This often happens from
mid-October onwards. If temperatures are sufficiently high
earlier than this, then moisture is usually not so critical. It was
essential therefore to try and devise some way of hastening the
establishment of lucerne. This was important both to beat the
potential moisture loss and to ensure more viable inoculant.
It was perfectly obvious that any stand which was more than
10 days coming through the ground was too poorly nodulated
and had too little vigour to compete with weeds or produce an
acceptable quantity of hay.
We conducted trials over a two-year period on a number
of sites covering a wide range of pelleting, inoculum strengths,
and other seed treatments. Among these other seed treatments
were three soaking treatments, and two of these showed considerable superiority over all the others. The benefits were
most marked when the soil was drying out quite rapidly.
We tried soaking lucerne seed in a number of different
mediums - plain water, solutions of various major and trace
elements and also skim milk. It was quite obvious that any
method of soaking was satisfactory to get early germination, but
establishment aft er germination was much superior when skim
milk was used.
The next step was to determine for how long to soak the
Hi

Lucerne from milk-soaked seed on right, and from non-soaked seed on
left, in the Mackenzie Country.
( l'hol o: D . R ey11 nlds)

seed. Our investigations here got nowhere until we realised th at
lucerne seed is very variable - mainly in the proportion of hard
seed in the line. H ard seed is slow to absorb moisture and will
not take up as much . When buying lucerne seed it is important
to examine the Purity and Germin ation Certificate and ensure
that it has more 70 per cent initial germination. Som e
lines can have anything up to 60 per cent of hard seed and are
not satisfactory. W e then found that normal lucerne seed required no longer than 24 hours to absorb m aximum moisture.
T wo to three days gave no extra moisture uptake and in fact
seedling vigour was impaired with longer soaking. Twelve
hour soaking gave only 60-70 per cent of the maxim um possible
uptake.
Lucerne seed will take up its own weight of moisture, in
other words one gallon of skim milk to ten pounds of seed.
When large quantities of seed are involved, keeping the seed in
contact with the m oisture can be difficult and it is necessary to
17

turn the seed several times during the 24 hours to ensure that it
is kept wet. The temperature of the liquid seems to have little
bearing on uptake.
The skim milk mixture used in all cases was one pound of
If you are using
skim milk powder in a gallon of water.
natural ski m milk you must be certain that the cows have not
been treated with any penicillin or antibiotic in the preceding
fortnight, otherwi e the inoculum will be destroyed.
Another problem was when to add the inoculum to the
seed. We found that inoculum can be added at any stage
during the skim milk soaking. In practice it was found most
convenient to do this just before the last couple of turnings so
that the inoculum was well distributed and had time to be
absorbed.
During the early trial work we found it a slight advantage
to have very high numbers of rhizobia. If the lu cerne is being
tried under particularly difficult conditions then it would be
advisable to at least double the rate of inoculum used.
Once the seed has been soaked and inoculated it is very
soft and delicate. To protect the seed and to absorb any excess
moisture the seed should be rolled in very fine or micronised
limestone or dolomite. This coating provides a stimulus to
establishment in low pH soils and protects the seed itself against
any acid there may be in the manure with which it is sown.
D o not mix seed in the manure unless you are ready to sow.

In no case should seed be left mixed overnight . Once seed has
been soaked it must be sown. If it is held for more than twelve
hours after soaking i. completed, seedling vigour will suffer. This
may mean owing in the rain! On no account should soaked
seed be own into dry ground for it is essential that germination
be able to take place immediately.

Early management is important. R apid root penetration
on problem soils is vital if they are to withstand drought. No
grazing or hay making should be attempted for the fir t 8-l 0
weeks, thereafter normal management applies.
This method of lucerne establishment has been described for
dry high-country second-class soils. The method may be equally
applicable to those areas of good soil and rainfall where early
weed competition could depre establishment and subsequent
production.
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WATER FOR THE FUTURE
By John A

Hayward

In April 1968 th e Water and Soil Conservation Act became
law and for the first time in ew Zealand's history our water
resources were controlled by one authority - the Crown. To
many people the need for this Act is not clear. Most of New
Z ealand has an adequate supply of water. In fact we are usually
more troubled by flood s than we are by droughts. Wh y then do
we need legislation to con trol the use of something which we
have in apparent abundance?

In general our a ttitude toward water has been one of indif-•
ference. With plentiful supplies, we have tended to u e, or
control it, for the mo t immediate and obvious need. O ccasionally
we have read of schemes such a those in the Snowy Mountain
or the Tennessee Valley in whi ch water has been used or re-u ed
for several purposes. We have been interested in these projects,
but because we are geographically and socially different, these
schemes have appeared to h ave little application to New Zealand.
In the first place, our water laws and water control agencies
have been fragmented. Many people have been concerned with
water, but no one has had overall responsibility for it. Consequently ectional interest have built single-purpo e schemes to
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meet their own need . Where we have had to share water
between several use , we have in general ba ed our haring on
th old adage that the wheel with the loudest squeak get the most
oil. Water for elect ric power i a clear example of this. As a
community we double our power consumption every nine to ten
years, ( I 1 and it is the Electricity Department's task to sati fy
this need. Now, no m atter what an electrical engineer may think
about irrigation or flood control his job has been to produce
electric power at the lowest po ible co t. In consequence our
hydro-power stations are, in almost every case, used olcly to
generate electricity.
I do not ugge t that there i anything intrinsically wrong
with ingle-purpose schemes. Mo t of these have erved New
Zealand well and may in fact have been the most appropriate
for the time in whi ch they were built. H owever it does not
follow that what wa good in the past will nece sarily be good
in the future.
The new \Vater and Soil Act makes the Crown responsible
for the control and u e of all water. Perhaps mo t important
it give u the chance to integrate the various u es of water for
the greatest overall benefit. Whether we like it or not the new
Act will force us to re-think some of our old ideas.
In considering our futu re need there are three things that
I think we hould keep in mind.
( l ) Water, like land, is a limited re ource. Therefore when we
decide to use it for one purpo. e we are unlikely to be able
to use it for anything el e.
( 2 ) Traditionally, we have thought in term of having enough
water. However in the future we may well have to pay
more attention to water quality and its time of delivery
rather than to just its quantity.
( 3 ) Controls and planning should not mean arbitrary restriction and inflexible rules. R ather they imply a rational
allocation and u e of water so that the greate t number of
people can receive the greatest benefit.
As I see it there are at least five aspects of our water reources to which we must pay particu lar attention. These will
be briefly mentioned in this article and <leveloped by other
authors later in thi series.

l.

POLLUTION

H istorically, our town and industries have been e tablished
along rivers from which they withdraw water and into which
they discharge their waste water. So far thi has produced on ly
a few problems. Rivers ·uch as the Heathcote ( Christchurch )
which are apparently incapable of handling their own pollu20

This w at er is of first-class quality and therefor e a valuab le asset . W hat
should it be u ·ed for?
( Ph ol o: R obir1 Smil li l'/wt ogra /1/i y)

(:! 1

tan ts
are the exception rather than the rule. N everthele
there is no room for complacency. U nless we are careful, the
mall problems we have now wi ll compound them elves into
m ajor head aches.
R ecently, an Am erican sa nitation engineer on holid ay in
Tew Zealand made the com ment that Lake R otorua was nothing bu t an unflushed lavatory. T his drew the "standard Ki wi
defence" from the M ayo r of R otorua who sugge ted that the
visitor would do well to go home and flush his own toilet before
commenting on our lake. l::ll Apart from the fact that such a
reply completely evaded the point at issue, it is worth noting
that the American. are in fact beginning to· tackle their own
problems of pollution . T he cost is almost unbelievable. For
example the U nited States Government has recently undert aken
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a programme to clean up Lake E rie. The estimated cost of this
programme is 3,900 million dollars ! (4 l Perh aps we may n ever
have problems on thi scale - if we don' t, it will not be becau e
we told our critics to go h ome. R a ther it will be because we
learnt from their mistakes.
Industry frequently needs water fo r cooling. For example,
if we ever produce synthetic rubber in this country, we may n eed
up to 600,000 gallons of water to p roduce one ton of rubber. Of
this, a large proportion is used for cooling. If hot waste water
is discharged directly into a stream, the temperature can be rai ed
significantly and the en tire life ystem of the river changed. The
dangers of thermal pollution are very real, particularly with the
oncoming use of nuclear power which needs great quantities of
cooling water. T rout thrive at temperatures of le than 15 ° C,
they die at about 25 ° C. !5 )
Not all pollution is industrial. Agricul tural pollutants
such as silt from oil erosion, dairy shed wastes, pesticide , and
fertilisers, continually find their way into our river and streams.
For example in the North Island, nitrogen-and-phosphorus-rich
runoff from intensively farmed land is at least partly responsible
for an increased growth of water weeds in ome lakes. Such
weeds now threaten th e use of these lakes for fi hing and recreation. <6 > The major fun ction of the new Pollution Advisory
Council is to ensure that our lake , rivers and streams are not
polluted beyond acceptable limi ts. If we doubt the need fo r
such a Council, with its a ttendant rules and regulation , we
should look at the co t of cleaning the lake and streams in the
more densely populated co untries of North America and
Europe. The United States Government expects to spend
$100,000 million to control pollu tion of their major waterways. (4 > Perhaps the American mistake wa to under-estimate
pollution for too long.

2.

DOMESTIC AND TOWN WATER SUPPLIES

While every New Zealand er gets enough wa ter for domestic
use, many would like and will need water of a better quality.
Quality rather than q uantity may become the major problem.
The Department of H ealth indicated the ha pe of thing to
come when in 1960 it made a provisional grading of public
water upplies. <7 > Of those who received wa ter through a
publicly-piped system only 35 per cent got a "good" supply.
One reason for this is that many of our catchments a re steep
and easily eroded . After rain the turbidity and organic conten t
of the water rises sharply. This interferes with the simple chlorination process at the time when faecal matter is most likely to
be washed into the water supplies. <s> In futu re many of our
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town water supply catchments will have to be managed primarily
for their water. So far only one such management study has
been made, and it is worth noting that while this was mainly
concerned with town water supply, provision was also made for
flood control, recreation, and timber utilization from this catchment. <9 >

3.

WATER FOR INDUSTRY

If New Zealand's population doubles by the end of the
century, there will be more industrial development in the next
30 years than there has been in the last 120. Those districts
which wish to attract a fair share of this industrial growth would
do well to look to their water supplies. At present New Zealand
industry uses at least 10,000 million gallons of water a year. <10 >
If we can be guided by American experience, it is probable that
this figure will more than double in the next 30 years.
While we may have enough water to meet this need, there
is some doubt as to whether it will be of the right quality. Most
industries have special requirements as to colour, taste,
mineral content and turbidity etc. for their water supplies. For
example, a paper-pulp mill needs high-quality water to make
high-quality paper. At turbidities of 500 parts per million a
mill' can make only low-quality paper. Similarly water used
in the manufacture of clear plastic must have a turbidity of less
than two parts per million. <11 > At present there is little information about the turbidity of New Zealand streams. However the
information on the related characteristic of suspended sediment, (12) suggests that many of our streams may be unsuitable
for those industries which need clear water. The food-processing
and brewing industries obviously need good quality water. For
some, treated water is no substitute for high-quality raw water.
Clearly good quality water is a valuable asset and in allocating
water for our present needs, and in the management of our
catchments, we must consider the future requirements of industry.

4.

WATER FOR AGRICULTURE

Agriculture is potentially a big user of water. Whereas
some industries may take up large quantities of water, they may
consume only about three to four per cent of this intake. The
remainder is returned to stream flow and could be re-used. Agriculture on the other hand may consume over half of its intake.
This is lost by evapotranspiration and is not returned. <13)
Although New Zealand does not in general realise the value
of irrigation there are large areas where production is limited
by a seasonal water deficit. In time the production from these
lands will be increased by irrigation. The problem of planning
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is to provide for this future need and at the same time balance
it with the present need for other purposes; for example, hydro-·
electric power.
Agriculture not only uses water, it can also affect the water
available to other consumers. Although the term watershed
management is not well known in New Zealand, it will become
more familiar in the future. In its simplest terms, watershed
management means the management of our catchments for one
particular crop - water. Many of our catchment areas are
farmed, and the management of this land can have an important
influence on the quality, and in a few cases quantity and timing,
of their water yields. While at present we have only general
ideas about the effects of land management on our water resources, hydrologic research is steadily improving our understanding.
It is probable that, in all but a few case , land management will
have little effect on flooding, but it may have a very great effect
on water qualit)1.

5.

WATER FOR HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER
It is not surprising that our apparently abundant water
resources have been u ed extensively to generate electric power.
At present 80 per cent of our generating capacity is hydro
based, <14 l and each year we spend about 30 million dollars
building more hydro-power stations. In 1966 this was about
30 per cent of the increase in the State's capital assets. Surprisingly this money was spent without the publication of
"substantial economic apprai ·als" . <t 5 J
At present electric-power generation is a major claimant
on our water resources. In view of this and in view of the fact
that the public have no criteria for judgment except the assurance that this development is a good thing, it is not surprising
that each power generation proposal is surrounded by public
controversy. However no one would sugge t that we do not
need more power. Therefore as hydro-based power is reputedly
cheaper than other forms, we can expect an even greater use of
our water resources for this purpose.
A CASE FOR RIVER BASIN PLANNING
Of the many uses of water, some are complementary some
are competitive. Some may produce effluents which preclude
other users from re-using the same water. Whatever the case,
each user tends to believe that his project is the most important,
and that he should therefore h ave a prior claim to the water.
My plea is not for more atomic power stations and fewer
hydro stations; or that we need more water for irrigation; or
that we should place greater emphasis on upstream land manage24

ment as a mean of flood control. R ath er I believe that we must
look a t our water resources and pu t all potential uses alongside
each other. Only then can we allocate water on a fair and
rational basis.
The onl y really sati factory way in which this can be done
is by river-basin planning. In uch planning the water resources
of a basin are identifi ed and the variou potential u es for this
water are defined. The e opportunities for development are
then considered from technical, social and economic points of
view. In thi way it is possible to consider the water needs of
industry, ag-riculture, powe r generation etc. without the domin ation of any one group.
Evaluations such as this need highly skilled people. Although
most of these people are already in New Zealand they will not
be fo und in any one Governm ent Department or organisation .
T herefore to plan the development of our water r ources on a
basin or watershed approach, we will need inter-disciplinary,
inter-departmental teams of experts to look at the opportunities
for water use from all points of view.
In part thi is already being done. With each major hydro··
electric power proposal, a sm all inter-departmental committee is
set up. Thi usually con ists of a representative from each of the
Departments of L ands, Agriculture and the M inistry of Works.
These committees are required to consider the ot her uses for the
water of the region, bu t particular emphasis is given to agricultu re.
T his is a step in the right direction. H owever, comprehenive river-basin . planning employ well-known concept and
techniqu es whi ch o far have not been used by these committees. ( 16. 17)
I believe, therefore that if these groups are to have the
major re8ponsibility fo r planning and developing our water
re ources, they will have to open their doors to other discipline
and other value .
The allocation of our water resources is a m atter fo r public
concern. But in the fin al a nalysis it is not the technj cians nor
the ocial scien tists nor the economi t who make th e decision ;
it is the politicians. Perhap the most important thing that each
of u can do, i to insist that our elected M embers of Parli am ent
do not commit our water for any one purpose without a proper
investigation of the altern atives. Our water resources are limited, bu t the W ater and oil Conservation Act now give us the
legislative opportunity to use them wisely and well. With public
support th is will be a n effective piece of legislation. It could
play an importftnt part in our future prosperity.
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Most anglers would like to see th eir fa vourite river remain unspoiled.
As we make great er use of our wate r this will not always be possible.
H owever with inteUigent planning it should be possible to ke ep a balance
between the "economic" uses of water (such as irrigation and electric
power production ), and the "non-economic" uses (such as fishing and
other forms of recreation ).
( Ph oto: " Tlt e Christclwrch tar")
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TURNIPS, SWEDES AND
CHOUMOELLIER
By D. M cleod, Grasmere Station.
There are many types of property in the high country.
They vary according to size, oil, climate and aspect to an
immense degree. But they have a common problem - a long
wi:ater with a sharply reduced availability of feed. In traditional
high-country farming, this shortage could be more or less accepted and the animals adapted to it, but with the advent of pasture
improvement and increased productivity in summer, the maintenance of a higher standard of feeding throughout the year
becomes increasingly important. It is now essential to provide
supplementary winter feed .
The feeds available for this purpose are hay, turnips,
swedes, choumoellier, ilage, grain, and concentrates such as
high-protein nuts. Most of these can be used in combination.
I think it can safely be said that some hay is vital because it is
the only feed that can be transported and fed out to distant stock
in heavy snow. In the drier districts, where lucerne grows well
and low rainfall makes brassicas impossible, hay is often the only
feed used. However the subject of this article is the growing of
brassicas, and this will be confined to rainfalls of 30 inches and
upwards, and to properties where there are sufficient flats for
fairly exten ive cultivation.
The brassica crops commonly employed are white or yellow-fleshed turnips, swedes and choumoellier or kale. It is
almost essential to combine their use with hay or grain and,
in the case of hoggets, some protein supplement - particularly
if white turnips are used.
The advantages of root feeding are the small acreage of
land employed, the concentration of sheep for supplementary
feeding, and not least the intense build-up of fertility on run-off
paddocks which can be utilised in summer. Disadvantages are
footrot and the danger of windblown dust contaminating the
wool in late winter. Internal parasites used to be one of our
most serious problems on turnip but since the advent of the
latest drugs, early and careful drenching is all that is required to
deal with it.
Many of the soils in the high rainfall areas are heavily
leached and of low fertility and here the white turnip is the
easiest to grow until fertility rises. In some areas swede grow
well on the deeper soils and choumoellier can be used either
alone or in conjunction with them. Aberdeen-type turnips are
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a good compromi e but uffer from growmg very deep in the
ground.

WHITE TURNIPS
Our experience is th at th ese can be grown easily in virgin
ground of low fertility, but the first crop can be greatly improved
by broadcasting 10i to 2 cwt . of sulphate of ammoni a after the
plants are up and the fir t big leaves are well grown . This
results in a vigorous first crop and the ubsequent feeding raises
fertility to a satisfactory level for a econd crop which again
raises fertility for the establishment of good pa ture in the third
year. In virgin land, club root is unlikely to be tro ublesome
unless other paddocks are already contaminated. The York
Globe white-fleshed turnip i one which grows very fast and
produces large bulb . It ha not proved as palata ble as the
Green Globe but recently a club-root...resistant strain h as been
produced by the Crop Research Divi ion, D.S.I.R., and m ay
prove to be of special value.
Where turnip a re grown on previou ly cultivated la nd the
danger of club root in a second crop is considerable and must
be carefull y watched. Weed also become a problem especially
with crop sown early. W e usually sow white turnips between
the middle and the end of Janu ary. Crop sown before Christmas often start to bulb before a dry pell which gives them a
check from which they never recover. They can be broadca t
or drilled in 14 inch or 7 inch rows and we use boron reverted
uper at about 1!12 cwt. Boron prevent deterioration if they
are to be fed late in the winter. Our choice is 14 in h rows
because there is less trampling of the bulbs. M any people ow
grass with their turnips but in our view thi reduces the turnip
crop considerably and does not produ e such a good pa ture as
one sown down alone. H owever, it doe have the advantage of
restricting dust in the wool, and cheapens the cultivation for
grass.
When feeding white turnip , adequ ate h ay of good quality
or a similar dry supplement is essential and we always u e sheep
nuts for hogget at least at the beginning of th e winter.
SWEDES
These can be grown only on more fertile and retentive soil
a nd can be ridged or sown on the flat in 14 inch rows. If ridged,
very large amount. of manure can be u ed but unle intercultivation can be done, weeds can be a serious problem. If ridging,
care must be taken to ridge wi•th the fall of the ground . In heavy
storms, water trapped between the ridges can drown a crop out,
28

Feeding out hay on Grasmere Station.
( Photo: I . Mc L eod)

as we found to our cost. Swedes can be sown quite ea rly but we
are now sowing in the fi rst week in December with satisfactory
results. We ow on the flat in 14 inch rows and the better leaf
cover by this method help to reduce weed growth. H owever,
spurrey i. a very big problem whi ch increases with cultiva tion.
We have had to resort to one of the new hormone prays in
ome paddocks to deal with it. There are everal good varieti es
of wede and we have found Calder very satisfactory. Again
we u e about 2 cwt. boron reverted super. Subsequent over. owing with more super does not seem to in crease yields a ppreciably.

CHOUMOELLIER
This can be grown alone, but large crop can present a
problem of dispo. al of . talks which the heep do not enti rely
co n ume. W'e prefer to sow it in conjun ction with wedes.
This can be done by filling one or two boxes on the drill with
chou' instead of swedes or b y mixing the seed with the manure
as it is put in the box. This results in a random e tablishrn ent
of chou' throughout the crop . Choumoelli er has thr e grea t
virtu es.
l.
2.
3.

It stands up through almost any depth of snow.
It has a hi gh protein content suitable for ewes in the later
stages of pregnan cy .
It i re ista nt to club roo t.
Sin ce last winter, when we had the great pleasure of seeing
2~1

.

3,000 sheep happily eating chou' when everything else was
buried, we shall never again be without some.
There is considerable resistance among high-country men
to the labour of turnip fencing. Certainly, driving endless
wooden stakes in frozen ground and stapling netting is arduous
and slow. There are now Y standards, with slots top and
bottom, which can be driven easily and netting erected on them
very quickly. In deep ground it may still be necessary to drive
a few stakes as ewes can learn to push over the tandards. This
method of fencing is quick and reasonably easy. I do not think
that any type of electric fence could be any quicker, and would
probably be less efficient.
The size of breaks will be determined by the number of
sheep and their nature. If hoggets are fed, smallish breaks
should be used to start with, and no attempt made to force them
to clean up shells - this always results in their losing condition.
We start the hoggets fairly early in the winter, before they have
begun to lose weight if possible, and allow them to have the first
pick of the breaks, moving them on quite quickly, to be followed
by the two-tooth ewes. After the rams come out, more ewes are
brought in, depending on the crops and availability of hay. The
hoggets are kept moving ahead of this growing mob of ewes. On
no account should they be boxed together as this invariably results in deterioration of the hoggets.
The hours of feeding and access to turnip crops is a muchdisputed question. Some give constant access from a run-off;
some will not allow sheep on to turnip until the frost is off. In
the real high country, the;re could be weeks when no turnips were
fed at all if this advice was followed. It is not always possible
for the run-off to adjoin the break and in our case it is often
on the opposite side of a main highway. Therefore, we adopt
the system of feeding hay in the morning when the ground is
well frozen, letting the sheep on to the turnips later in the day,
and putting them all off at night. The hoggets can be given
nuts at night and soon learn to follow the truck for nuts as they
followed for hay in the morning.
Frost aften prevents the grubbing of shells for weeks together but as Jong as varieties are grown .which are not too deep
in the ground, the loss of feed is not great. Often trying to force
sheep to clean up shells leads to a loss of condition, even in ewes.

It is difficult to give estimates of numbers per acre as crops
and seasons vary so greatly but, going by the experience of the
past few years when our crops have been fair or good and never
downright poor, I would estimate it at 3,000 sheep-days per acre
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heep on ridged Swedes and Choumoellier at the head of Lake Wanaka.
( Plr oto: D . Osmers)

of turnips. Nearly half of th e sheep-days would be for hoggets,
and if ewe alone were being fed it should be reduced. T he
turnip would be accompanied by one bale of hay per 70 heepday.
Some people m ay fear the effect of turnip feeding on the
teeth of their sheep. Our experience has been that this in it elf
makes little difference. Any deterioration in our heep' teeth
has resulted, I think, from earlier maturity due to better feeding
from birth .
heep now get their teeth earlier and lose them
slightly sooner.
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We have been go ing through a stage of increasing th e
acreage under cultivation. Thi. has given us plenty of new
ground for turnip crop . With th e increased fertility resulting
from the practice I have described, our grass padd ocks la t
much longer and w are relu ctant to plough them up again fo r
turnip . We have been growin g up to 170 acre of roots but
when expan ion cease we shall not want to plough up 170 acres
of good grass so we shall either have to grow better turnip crops
on a smaller area, or uppl ement them with grain feedin g, or
silage, or aved gras .
T o sum up the case for bra icas, I would ay th at wh ere
rainfall is adequate, fl at land ava ilable, and you have the machinery, no oth er crop can winter so ma ny sheep on uch a small
acreage.
CALCULATION
2,000 hogaets fo r
1,000 T.T. ewes
1,000 Ewes
1,000
l,000

120 clay
I00
80
60 "
30 "

240,000 sheep-days
100,000
" "
80,000
60,000
30,000
510,000 sheep-days

I 70 acres root

5 10,000
170

3,000 sh p-days
per ncr

Yea rling H ereford Cattle in th e Mackenzie Country
( Photo: D . R e)'11 olds)

THE ROLE OF THE PROTECTION
FORESTRY BRANCH ,
FOREST RESEARCH INSTITUTE,
IN THE HIGH COUNTRY
By J. T. Hol loway

Forest and Rang e Expe riment Sta t ion,
N. Z . Fo rest Service , Rang io ra.

INTRODUCTION
Many readers of the Review will have had some contact
with staff of the Protection Forestry Branch, Forest Research
Institute, or, as it is more generally called, the Forest and Range
Experiment Station (which is the name of the headquarters of
the Branch at Rangiora ) . Few, however, will have a clear idea
of the work of the Branch or of its role in the high country. That
it is by far the biggest research organisation at work in the
mountain lands is certainly not widely known.
This has been largely our own fault. We have been too
busy with our own affairs to seek publicity. But it has also been
partly intentional. As any high-country man knows only too
well, thtre are many dangers in premature publicity and in
expressin,g opinions not backed by long-term first-hand experience. The high country is too variable from place to place and
year to year for snap judgements. We have therefor sought to
bide our time while we gathered facts and amassed experience.
This phase is far from over. It never will be entirely over.
Nevertheless the time appears to have been reached when we
should lay our cards on the table for the information of everyone
concerned. In this first report, I will describe the organisation
and work of the Branch in general terms. In subsequent reports,
work and progress in specific research fields can be described in
greater detail.

FORMATION AND GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
The Branch was established in 1956, the year responsibility
for noxious animal control was assumed by the Forest Service
and, by coincidence, the year the immediate post-war National
Forest Survey, from which initial staff could be drawn, was
completed. Rangiora was chosen as the headquarters of the
Branch because of its central position with respect to the South
Island high country and because of the ready availability, at
this centre, of a wide range of departmental servicing facilities.
Since then, the Branch has grown in size slowly but steadily
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Estimation of relative abundance and distribution of animals
by pellet counts.
Upper Waimakariri River catchment.
( Photo: F.R .E.S.)

as men with the right training and the desire and aptitude for
work in the mountains could be fo und. The largest single addition to strength came from the transfer to the Forest Service
( 1956 ) and later to the Bran ch ( 1962 ) of several research
officers of the Wildlife Section of t he Department of Intern al
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Affairs. For various reasons, this group remained for some
years in Wellington but most of them have now been transferred
to Rangiora. In the meantime ( 1959 ) a small sub-station had
been established at Napier for work in the North Island mountain
country. The next move will be the transfer of Branch headquarters on to the Ilam Campus of the University of Canterbury
alongside the Schools of Forestry and Engineering and the
Departments of Science. Rangiora will then be retained as field
staff headquarters for which purpose existing facilities have been
designed.
Most of the research work of the Branch must, of course,
be carried out in the field. Thus, for example, field parties
were engaged during the summer of 1966/ 67 in ten or more
localities from the headwaters of Whakatane river in the north
to the Te Anau hinterland in the south. As far as possible,
however, detailed work is carried out at one or other of two
permanent field stations ituated, in typical problem country, in
Canterbury ( Craigieburn Range ) and Hawke's Bay ( Kaweka
Range ) . Several temporary field stations are maintained else-·
where to service current animal-research projects.

STAFF
At the moment of writing ( 28 / 1/ 69 ) , the Branch employs
25 professionally qualified scientists and foresters, supported by
about the same number of forest rangers, technicians and clerical
staff. Four additional profe ional-division positions are currently vacant.
Skilled labour requirements are high but very seasonal. They
are met by the seasonal recruitment or short-term transfer of
forester, forest ranger and technician trainees and university
students. During the peak summer months the number of men
so employed may reach 25-30, falling in winter to 5-10. This
carefully selected, seasonal, skilled labour force provides the best
possible source of recruitment to permanent staff. The great
majority of officers on permanent staff were recruited in this
manner. The one great danger that must be avoided is the
recruitment of men who imagine they want to work in the high
country but who cannot, in the long run, adapt themselves to
high-country conditions. Seasonal employment over a period
of several years is essential if the goats are to be separated from
the sheep. On average, no more than one aspirant in ten is still
an enthusiast after three summers or one winter on the job.
RESEARCH RESPONSIBILITIES
The Branch was established to survey and report upon the
condition of the watershed protection forests and associated
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alpine grasslands and scrublands, with particular reference to
the effects thereon of introduced game animal . Where conditions or trends in condition were found to be unsatisfactory, the
Branch was required to determine the causes and prescribe
practical remedies.
In effect, the Branch is concerned with all aspects of research relevant to the proper management of the unoccupied
mountain lands considered as watersheds. Its area of concern
includes the occupied pastoral high country in so far as introduced game animals are a problem on these lands also, and
in so far as any mountainous river catchment must be considered
a single land-management unit. Where there are no noxious
animal problems, the Branch is not directly concerned. In all
such cases we will enter the scene only at the express invitation
of, and in cooperation with the people who do carry the immediate responsibilitiy. Usually, this is only to advise upon or
investigate a specific problem.

RESEARCH POLICIES
No research organisation, especially a youthful one, can
function efficiently without a clearly defined, stable research
policy. Early decisions made were
that a broad research approach was essential,
involving many kinds of scientists.
that applied and fundamental research should
proceed hand-in-hand, and
that it would be better in the long run, to concentrate, for at least the first decade, on staff
recruitment and training, and on wide exploration
of the entire research area, rather than rush into
detailed research projects.
The basic need was, and is, to acquire a broad understanding of the interactions of plants, animals, soils, climates, landforms, water, and erosional processes, and to translate this into
firm (and realistic ) management recommendations. A research
team drawn from only one or a few scientific disciplines would
be much easier to recruit and handle and would probably produce technical reports at a mu ch faster rate; but such a team
would be unlikely to achieve a well-balanced view of things.
It could also be incapable of disentangling key issues from the
superficial mass of obvious ones. For administrative reasons,
research staff are divided into sections, broadly by field of work,
but progress comes largely through frequent intersectional debate,
often heated. Many officers are qualified in more than one field
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High altitude climate and micro-climate station, Craigieburn Range.
( Ph oto: F.R .E .S.)

and many research projects involve officers from t'Wo or more
sections.
Similarly, no distinction is or can be drawn between applied
and fundamental research. A common applied objective, in
this case good watershed management, is essential. Without
such a common unifying and driving force, no large interdisciplinary research team can be held together for long. Direction
or discipline imposed from above is no substitute, particularly
where conditions of work are unavoidably difficult and all concerned have a wide choice of other employment opportunities
open to them (and wives who would dearly like their husbands
to spend more time at home). In practice, however, applied
research leads inevitably into fundamental research. It could
not be otherwise in a field where so little research of any kind
has previously been carried out.
·
This integration of pure and applied research within the
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one organisation is also desirable because it helps to keep the
applied scientist abrea t of new ideas whilst constantly reminding
the purist that urgent practical problems can and do present
unequalled and exciting opportunities for fundamental studies.
Of much greater importance, however, is the fact that applied
research in mountain land management must be carried out
wherever the most urgent problems exist, commonly in remote
and inhospitable localities. It is mainly a task, therefore, for fit
young men without binding domestic ties; but the way must be
left clear for them to drift gradually into fundamental research,
that can be carried out under more comfortable circumstances, .,.
as they grow older.
The policy of avoiding too early and deep an entry into
specific research projects has, of course, been dictated by the
need to first of all find out those problems that would most repay
attack. Until the entire research area was explored it was not
possible to sort these out with certainty or even to determine
the numbers and kinds of scientists required to solve them. It
would have been fatally easy to have started a wide range of
miscellaneous research projects of great academic interest, without doing more than confuse issues completely.
At the same time it has been necessary to pay much attention
to the advanced training of staff. As the true nature of research
problems has become clearer, many officers (five in the past
two years ) have gone back to university for supplementary
or advanced degrees in the relevant disciplines. This has served
a double purpose: not only are they now much better equipped
but, because each has been able to select university research
topics with a direct bearing on critical problems, the interest
of university staff in these problems has been markedly stimulated. Extended •Working visits have been paid to overseas
research centres with comparable research responsibilities (e.g.
the Forest and Range Experiment Stations of the U.S . Forest
Service and the Swiss and Austrian Federal Forest Research
Institutes ) . In return, working visits have been paid to Ran-•
giora by senior research officers of these and other overseas
institutions. These exchanges have given us many new ideas.

RESEARCH PROBLEMS
To date, about 90-100 research papers on a wide variety
of high-country topics have been published, besides 40-50
limited-circulation reports; but these are no more than the
"spin-off" from programmes of staff training and research-field
exploration. On their own, they solve no major problems though
they are all grist to the mill of basic understanding.
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A very much greater achievement has been the formation
of a strong interdisciplinary team capable of working anywhere
in the mountain country, under all weather conditions, and
capable of making a concerted, well-designed attack on the key
problems that have been isolated. The most urgent of these are
as follows:
Vegetation Research
The proper management of the mountain lands demands the
constant appraisal and reappraisal of the condition, and trends
in condition of the plant cover. Present methods are highly
unsatisfactory. They are either based on eye-assessment and
therefore ubject to error and bias even when employed by highly
skilled observers (who, in any case, are not available in sufficient

Green Alder (Alnus viridis) established on highly mobile
scree at 4,500ft.
Two years from planting.
( Photo: F.R.E.S.)
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numbers), or they are so time-consuming that they cannot be
used on a meaningful scale. Most existing "text-book" techniques are suitable only for the study of small areas of forest,
scrubland or alpine grassland, of relatively simple composition,
under fair weather conditions. Few, if arty, can be employed in
broken, precipitous country where movement on foot is difficult.
The development of reliable measurement techniques for
use on a large scale in the New Zealand high country will not
be accomplished overnight. It will demand much trial-anderror work to sort out the practical problems involved, and very
strong statistical support to overcome the many sampling and
data analysis difficulties that must arise. Until they are developed, and at the same time a much better knowledge is gained
of the growth habits and growth requirements of the more
important plant species concerned, management must largely
remain simple or rule-of-thumb.

Animal Research
In animal research (and control ) we are still in the position
that runholders would be in if they did not know how many
sheep and cattle they had, or what the effects of any particular
µianagement operation on net reproduction rate might be, and
if their animals could be shot at by anyone at anytime, thus
forcing them into the deepest cover in the roughest country.
In other words, the basic problems are again problems of
technique. How do we find out, under typical New Zealand
conditions, how many animals of each species, age and sex there
are in a given area? How do we determine the potential growth
rate of each population? And how can we predict the probable
effect on population growth rates of specific control operations?
Secondary problems are many: for example, how do we determine the age of individual animals and how do we measure the
'condition' of the breeding females? In estimating reproductive
potentials, knowing the 'condition' of deer, chamois and opposums is as important as it is for sheep and cattle.
These and similar questions are those that must be answered
before we can aspire to control or management of these animals
on more than a hit-or-miss basis, whatever the objective of
control or management might be. They must be answered before
we can tackle the very much more difficult task of matching
animal numbers with the safe carrying-capacity of the land.
Once again, the key requirement is highly experienced statistical
support.
Revegetation Research
The objective of the revegetation research carried out by
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the Branch is the restoration of an effective plant cover, not
necessarily of trees, to severely eroded, debris-producing areas.
The accent is on high-altitude sites above the probable future
limits of pastoral production.
O verseas, especially in Europe where research on comparable problem has been underway for many decades, it is
generally considered to be essential to stabilise eroding sites
mechanically before attempting anything else. H owever, such
procedures would be far too expensive to employ on the scale
demanded in New Zealand, or in areas without road access and
a local source of labour. In other words, the need is not to
find out how to restore a cover of vegetation, but how to do it
at a fraction of the cost of time-proven overseas methods.

Field autopsy in progress, Branch River catchment, Marlborough.
Determination of condition, age and sex, collection of pregnancy and
lactation data, and identification of internal and external parasites.
( Photo: F.R.E.S.)

Exploratory trials carried out to date have shown that,
in many though not in all cases, · ii: i possible to establish a
cover of grasses and legumes on eroded sites at altitudes up
to 4,500-5,000 ft. But this cover is unlikely to persist for more
than a few years except ori the easiest near-level sites. To keep
it for a longer period on more typical sites, heavy and again
prohibitively expensive maintenance dressings of fertilisers will
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usually be necessary. Similarly, it has been shown that certain
species of trees, especially select varieties of the hardiest species
of pines, can tolerate the severe dimatic conditions experienced
at altitudes up to 4,500-5,000 ft. Growth rates on sites from
which all top oil has been lost are generally too slow, however,
to provide a sufficiently dense cover over the soil in reasonable
time. Costs of planting are also too high for hand-planting on
more than an experimental scale, or in a few highly critical
areas.
The question is, therefore, whether we can combine the
µses of grasses, legumes and trees in two or multi-stage processes
of land rehabilitation, and if so, to what extent. Can we, by the
aerial introduction of grasses and clovers, achieve enough site
stability, and a large enough improvement in soil fertility, for
the later introduction and satisfactory growth (again preferably
by direct seeding) of permanent cover species? Present indications are that an essential intermediate stage will commonly be
the introduction of more persistent fertility-building species than
legumes - especially nitrogen-fixing species which tolerate low
levels of available phosphate, such a Alnus species of the subgenus Alno-betula. One major advantage of such a multi-stage
process is, of course, that work can stop at any stage, dependin~
on the degree of success. It will not be necessary to continue
through to the final tree cover if the fertility rises high enough
to maintain a grass-legume, or alder cover, or permits the vigorous invasion of the site by native or other volunteer species.
There are many problems. There is not and never will be
an easy quick answer. The services of foresters, agronomists,
soil chemists, microbiologists and many other specialists are
required . If the introduction and testing of new species is to
proceed on better than a trial-and-error basis, we need to know
much more about the physiological requirements of plants for
growth on harsh high-altitude sites. Until these many problems
are solved, a plea can only be made for the most extreme caution
in high-altitude land management. We cannot afford to add to
the area of land requiring treatment. The prevention of mountain-land erosion will always be far less costly than any possible
cure.

Hydrology and Climatology
There are many legitimate (but sometimes conflicting )
objectives of high-country management. One of the main ones
must always be the adequate control of rivers and streams in
the interests of downstream flood .. plain residents and water consumers. This mean that we must seek a better knowledge of the
behaviour of water and of the effects of land-management oper4!)

Recording composition and condition of alpine grassland
by stereo-photographic methods.
Seaward Kaikoura Range.
( Photo: F.R .E.S.)

ations on its behaviour. In so far as the unoccupied high country is concerned we have not reached first base in our pursuit
of this knowledge.
The first difficulty lies in gathering reliable data about
water input in the form of rain and snow as this varies from
season to season, year to year, and decade to decade. Adequate
information is, as yet, being collected in only one or two mountain-land localities, e.g. the Craigieburn Range. Without this
information, only isolated facets of the hydrological cycle can
be investigated. Fragmentary studies of this type do not contribute greatly toward a proper understanding of the hydrological cycle as a whole.
The second and possibly greater difficulty is the sheer
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impossibility of employing clas.5ical hydrological research techniques in our typical problem catchments. These techniques
were designed for use in studying the behaviour of streams draining much more stable country, that do not display such extreme
variations in flow or carry such vast quantities of debris. They
could be used in parts of the occupied high country to advantage, but their use elsewhere would demand the selection for
study Qf abnormally stable, well-behaved streams of an entirely
unrepresentative character. The application of results to other
areas would be impossible.
The accent, for many years, must therefore be on the col-·
lection of basic climatological data (which is required for many
other purposes also) and on the development and testing of techniques suited to our local circumstances. In short, we must
find out how to set about doing research in this field. In the
meantime, the study of erosion potentials, debris-sources, and
debris movement into stream and river channels is much more
important. If we can reduce the supply of erosion detritus
reaching stream and river channels to (as near as possible) a
geological minimum, we can, for the immediate future, leave the
downstream engineers to cope with the water. Manipulation of
the plant cover for better control of the water yield is, in any
case, impossible or illegitimate until we have a stable plant
cover to manipulate.

CONCLUSION
It will be appreciated that we have barely set out on a
long and difficult journey, and also that our paths will continue
to cross and recross those of other people concerned with the
high country at many points. The greatest need is, in fact,
for mutual understanding and for a combined cooperative
effort wherever possible. We are too few on the ground to be
able to afford antagonisms or action at cross-purposes, or duplication of effort. Our ultimate goal is the same: the best possible management of the high country as a whole.
Finally, I would like to express my deep appreciation of
the close link we have with the Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute. This has given us an invaluable insight
into the problems of the man on the other side of the fence,
enabling us to adjust and readjust our thinking accordingly. In
particular, I would like to express my personal appreciation of
the help given me by Mr L. W. McCaskill, first Director of the
Institute, and by Mr D. McLeod, present Chairman of the
Committee of Management. Neither can possibly realise how
greatly his attitude toward the high country, based on long
experience, has beneficially influenced my own.
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SURFACE SOWING OF COATED
GRASS SEED IN TUSSOCK
GRASSLAND IMPROVEMENT
By E. W . Vartha and P. T. P. Clifford

Grasslands Division ,
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research ,
Lincoln .

The case for including grass seed with clover when first
oversowing tussock grassland has not been clearly established.
Previous articles in the T.G.M.L.I. R eview point to differing
opinions about whether or not grasses should be sown before;
fertility has been built up under clover.
J. A. Douglas discussed the introduction of grass species in
Central Otago at the 1966 Grasslands Association Conference.
H e commented that while the percentage establishment (of
cocksfoot ) was higher in the fescue tussock zone, the growth
under the low-fertility conditions was poor. Therefore he considered it was question able whether grasses should be added to
the first sewings of clover into this type of vegetation. But
wa~ting until soil fertility h as built up will not necessarily give
better results as there is then likely to be more competition from
the existing vegetation. On the other hand, one advantage of
sowing into high-fertility conditions is that good production is
obtained much more quickly from the sown grasses.
This article describes results from trials to study the initial
oversowing of depleted tussock grassland with grass and clover.
They show that coating the grass seed with various mineral
products• has improved its establishment. The later performance of the grasses h as also been assessed after a period of fertility build-up under clover.
Coating grass seed with fertilisers may increase the establishment of vigorous seedlings. It may also influence the moisture relationships between seed and soil at germination.
(This was suggested by results reported in 'Chemicals and
Minerals' Summer Edition 1965 / 66 . Coated ryegrass and
cocksfoot seeds surface-sown on a moist potting soil in a glass-•
house experiment showed a higher initial rate of germination
than seed that was not coated ) .

*

Th e seed used was specially processed for D .S.I .R . Grasslands D ivision
Lincoln by Coated S eed Ltd., Christc hurch. T he materials used were
similar to, but not identical with those used for th e commercial· produ ct now marketed under their registered trademark 'Prillcote'.
·1 5

In early September 1966 we surface-sowed perennial ryegrass and cocksfoot, coated with various combinations of lime,
reverted superphosphate, and nitrogen, with white clover on
depleted fescue tussock grassland at Dusky Station, Lake Pukaki,
Mackenzie Country. The site was on a steepland soil of easterly
aspect at about 2000 ft. Sowing was at the rate of 20lb ryegrass or 6lb cocksfoot per acre with 3lb white clover. These
rates hould sow 144 viable seeds of ryegrass or 72 seeds of cocksfoot per square foot. A topdressing of 3 cwt of 400-S molybdenised superphosphate was also applied.
Weather in the two months following sowing was much
drier than normal and its effects showed in the seedling counts
recorded in Table I. Coating gave a much better establishment
of seedlings. There were some differences betwen coating treatments, but these were small. Further assessment of coating
treatments is proceeding.

TABLE 1: NUMBERS OF SEEDLINGS PER SQ. FT.
Time from Sowing
Not Coated
Coated
Cocksfoot
4 weeks
20
44
8 weeks
10
24
R yegrass
4 weeks
51
94
8 weeks
23
67
Clover establishment was 24-46 plants per square foot at
four weeks from sowing and 16-30 plants at eight weeks.
Grass establishment would probably have benefited from a
grazing in February, but stock was not available until June 1967
for the first grazing. Next year, the site was hard grazed in
November and March.
The number of grass plants was recorded in October 1968two years after sowing - as shown in Table 2. For both
species, three times more plants established from coated than
from uncoated seed but the mean number of tillers per plant
showed no difference between non-coated and coated seed cocksfoot 15 tillers, ryegrass 16 tillers. Coating increased the
chance of establishment, but the type of fertiliser coat apparently
did not affect the subsequent growth of these seedlings after
fertility had been built up under clover. The superiority of
coated grass seed has been shown not only at Dusky Station,
but also in germination counts at dry (Grampians Station) and
wet (Glen tanner Station) sites in the Mackenzie Basin.
We acknowledge the cooperation of Coated Seeds Ltd.,
Christchurch, for the processing of seed. Mr I. H. Wardell,
Dusky Station is thanked for providing facilities to carry out this
work.
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TABLE 2: OCCURRENCE OF GRASS PLANTS
TWO YEARS FROM SOWING
Not Coated
Cocksfoot
Ryegrass

8%
12 %

Coated
24 %
45%

Establishment of some grasses in oversown tussock grassland at Lake
Pukaki. Photo taken spring 1968.
Upper: no reseeding. Lower: oversown with grasses and clovers.
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THE SNOW OF NOVEMBER 1967
Compi led by J. G. Hughes .

In 1967, inland Canterbury and North Otago uffered the
heaviest late-spring snowfall ever recorded. It began on Thursday, 16th November and although the worst of the storm was
over within two days, scattered snow and rain with occasional
heavy fal:ls continued, particularly in the high country, for the
rest of the month.
Up to five feet of snow fell in some areas, and although it
almost all thawed from inhabited levels within the next week it
caused great inconvenience and damage in that time. At least
60,000 sheep and over 500 cattle died, roads were blocked, power
and telephone lines fell over a wide area, and many buildings
were damaged or wrecked.
The Institute believes that it i worth recording the cause
and effects of this disaster, and to this end it has gathered reports
from every organisation which took a major part in relief service . Besides, it has visited, or arranged with the Department
of Agriculture to have visited, every runholder in the worstaffected area.
This article is a summary of the information given to us.
The full report will be bound and published separately.

THE STORM EVENTS
Tomlinson (in press ) has described the weather pattern
during the period 14th-23rd November, 1967.
The first cold front moved over the South Island from the
southwest during the day of Tuesday, 14th November. The
wind became stronger and colder and the cald air in the advancing wedge built up to a depth of 12,000 feet over lnvercargill.
There was little rain in this "dry southerly" and extremely low
dew point figures were being recorded. (Since dew point is the
temperature at which condensation of water vapour as rain,
snow, or hail takes place, this meant that any precipitation which
did occur would almost certainly be as snow ) . By midnight on
the 14th the front had become nearly stationary over the northern
South Island. The cold air had built up to a depth of 3,000
feet over Christchurch.
On the 15th a low pressure trough to the south of New
Zealand, caused the southwesterly air flow over the Island to
back slightly (swing anti-clockwise ) . The cold air mass over
Invercargill was now forced north. At Mt. John observatory
near Lake Tekapo the dew point was down to 36 °F at 9 p .m.
During the night it fell still further to 23 °F.
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the South Island on 14th - 15th November 1967 .
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Diagramatic repre sentation of warm front advancing down
South Island 16th - 17th Nov ember 1967 .

By midday on the 16th there was 6,000 feet of this very
cold air over Christchurch.
In the meantime the frontal zone which had been almost
stationary over the northern South Island was being displaced
by a moist unstable air stream from the north. Atmospheric
pressure increased. As the warmer air of the front carrying
more water vapour was forced up over the now very cold air
mass beneath, it cooled, the vapour condensed, and precipitation
began turning to snow as it fell through the cold air above
Canterbury. By 2 o'clock on the morning of Thursday 16th,
snow was falling heavily at Craigieburn Forest. By noon it had
spread south to Lake Tekapo.
The wind had backed further to blow steadily at 5-1 0 m.p.h.
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between southeast and northeast. The cloud base was at 4,000-·
5, 000 feet, the tops near 10, 000 feet.
It snowed all the rest of the day and through Thursday
night. On Friday 17th the movement of the warm front became
less distinct. Snow stopped falling by about midday below
2,000 feet but at higher altitudes continued longer. As the
front moved slowly off the island, rain fell in some places. Over
most of the region there was then a break of some 4-7 hours
in the snow and rain - although the sky remained overcast.
On the 18th, another cold front moved on to the South
Island, this time ahead of a depression in the Tasman sea. It
brought further snow showers to the high uplands but mainly
scattered rain to the rest of the country as it moved slowly
northwards over the next few days. For two days, from Monday
afternoon to Wednesday afternoon, skies were mainly clear over
Canterbury. Frosts were recorded in some areas. Much thawing took place during this time although air temperatures did not
rise greatly. Then a second small front in this westerly air stream
brought more heavy rain to parts of the western high country
on Thursday the 23rd of November. By the time this cleared
the rivers were running high but most of the snow had gone.
Rain fell over the whole area again on 26th and 27th of
November. In parts of the high country there were very heavy
falls ( 10 inches at the Hermitage ). With the thawing snow they
caused severe local flooding in the high country and washouts
to roads. Surface water lay in many places.

DEPTH OF SNOW
Even six inches of snow can be serious if it freezes hard, but
18 inches is often accepted as the critical depth above which real
stock losses and damage can be expected. Although snow fell
over most of the Canterbury and Otago hill and high country
during the storm, fall of more than 18 inches at homesteads
were experienced only between the Rakaia and the Lindis Pass.
The Forest Service recorded 12 inches at 3,000 feet and
30 inches at 5,000 feet at their Craigieburn Range station. From
18 inches at the Lake Coleridge and Glenrock homesteads on
opposite sides of the Rakaia the snow deepened up-river through
28 inches at Double Hill to 50 inches well up the Mathias and
35-45 inches throughout the upper Ashburton basin. Depth
decreased down the Ashburton River from 30 inches at Mt.
Possession homestead to 20 inches around Alford Forest.
Similarly up the Rangitata, 11 inches at Mt. Peel homestead, deepened to 29 inches at Rata Peaks, and 32 inches at
Ben Macleod. But only two miles further on, a heavy band 48
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Fig. 1 Maximum snow depth in inches ( from Tomlinson ) .

inches deep lay on the Forest Creek riverbed. Then at Mesopotamia, higher up-river again, there was 36 inches in at the
station - the same as at Mt. Potts across the river. At Erewhon,
further up in the mouth of the Clyde, 48 inches fell.
Again, 20 inches at Lochaber above the Orari Gorge increased to 40 inches at Clayton - a depth which was more or
less common on all the lower eastern slopes of the Two Thumb
Range round to Burkes Pass.
In the Mackenzie Basin from Burkes Pass right around
through Holbrook, Sawdon and up Lake Tekapo 42-48 inches
lay, with 54 inches at Godley Peaks Station ( 2,400 feet ) . On
the Braemar road all the runs had at least this and up to a report-•
ed 60 inches at Guide Hill Station. Four musterers and the
manager of Braemar Station (Mr J. Robertson) camped in the
head of the Jollie River had great difficulty walking out the 10
miles to Mt. Cook Station through 4-5 feet of snow.
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Across the Tasman River at Glentanner there was 54 inches.
Down-river the depth decreased slightly to the 36-42 inches
which fell on all the runs along the Tekapo-Pukaki Road.
South of this, the depth decreased sharply across the Mackenzie Basin. Only six inches fell at Haldon.
From Pukaki around to Ohau and south to the Lindis, the
Mackenzie pattern was repeated - more than 50 inches in the
heads of the gorges, some 18-24 inches on the hills to the west
of the Omarama-Pukaki Road, but just six inches at Omarama
itself.
About 12 inches fell on the northern side of the Lindis Pass
- almost nothing on the Tarras side.

PERIOD OF LIE
Chinn <1 > has calculated that the snow depth had generally
decreased by 50 % one day after the time of fall. He points out
that snow starts losing depth by compaction under its own weight
as soon as the snow settles and that the loss is speeded up by
melt or rain. Soil temperatures were quite high due to the
season and aided the thaw. Melting of the layers of snow nearest the soil no doubt contributed to the avalanching off steep
slopes.
Tomlinson <2 > reports that there was little rise in daily
maximum temperature at Fairlie and Lake Tekapo until after
Monday 20th although thaw had started on the plains several
days before this. From 21st onwards rapid thaw set in at higher
altitudes also and the outlying ranges soon lost their snow mantle.
In the Craigieburn Range the snowline receded 1,000 feet in
three days.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SNOW
In general, the flakes were large and, with the lack of wind,
the snow did not drift within each region.
However, a notable characteristic of this snow was its high
water content and consequent heaviness, particularly at lower
altitudes. This was the main reason for the widespread damage
to tree branches and buildings. Further up country the great
depth of snow alone (even though of lesser density) was enough
to cause similar if not more severe damage.
Estimates of the water content of the snow <1 l were confused
by rain which fell after or with the snow in many places, and
by the rapid thaw. In the Craigieburn Range the snow pack
was generally soft and slushy with little cohesion. Average
densities there varied from 21 % (of the density of water) to
41 %; or 2Y2 inches of water per foot of snow to 5 inche per
foot.
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Fig. 2 Daily maximum temperatures at Fairlie and Lake Tekapo
(Mean daily maximum temperatures in November at these two places
are 66° and 68° respectively (from Tomlinson ).

Morris and O 'Loughlin <4 1 have given the average density
of freshly-fallen snow at Craigieburn over three season as 15%
or only about half the density of this snowfall. (They m enti on
that the European and North American figure for the density of
new snow is about 10 % - or l in ch of water to 10 in ches of
snow ) .
Chinn <1 l reported a big variation in density throughout
South Canterbury with, in general the highest densities ( 40 %50 %) being in the foothills. Further inland he found densities
of 20 % -25 % .

THE EFFECTS OF THE SNOWFALL
The storm caused considerable disruption to traffic, and
to telephone and electri c-power supply over a wide area. Clearing snow and repairing damage not only involved many men
and machines but also cost a great deal of money. Organisation of relief was badly hampered by lack of communicati on.
ot only did almost all toll services fail but even radio communication wa ineffective in some area .
The biggest individual losers were runholders. Although
there was significant dam age to fences, sheds and trees, the
high stock losses, parti cularly of lambs, brought very much
lower incomes, if not fin ancial hard hip, to the worst hit properties. The loss of young stoc k will alter flock p roportions and
affect production and in com e for the next five years or more
on these sta tions.
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The following sections describe the effects and consequences
of this snow.

ROADS
Understandably, the number of days before towns and
stations had clear road access varied with the <lepth of snow and
distance from County Council or Ministry of Works centres.
Although several runholders had bulldozers of their own, all
were too busy making tracks for stock to spare time for road
opening. This was left to the Counties or, on the main highways through South Canterbury, Mid Canterbury and North
Otago, to the Ministry of Works.
Each local body had it own problems to deal with:
Malvern County
A County grader cleared snow in the Coleridge area until
late on Friday then started again on Sunday clearing snow off
the High Peak road.
The runoff and rain caused minor damage to roads. There
were slips near Mt. Oakden (on the road to Mt. Algidus
Station ) , which were cleared by a contractor. Damage to the
Mt. White road was repaired by the County grader. Several
fords on the plains washed out but were later opened.
Damage is estimated to h ave cost about $500 to repair.
On the State Highway to Arthur's Pass nine inches of snow
on Porter's Pass was quickly cleared by the Ministry of Works'
grader as part of normal maintenance duties.
Ashburton County
Graders were able to cope with the task of clearing snow
on the plains but on the Ashburton and Rakaia Gorge R oads,
angledozers, and loaders fitted with snow ploughs were brought
in to help them. Drivers had some trouble finding the roadline
under the deep snow and the County has now decided to erect
snow poles projecting at least six feet out orf the ground on one
side only of back-country roads. Passing bays will also be constructed and their boundaries marked by poles of a different
colour.
Geraldine County
Most of the disruption in the County 'was due to power and
telephone-line failure but the County Council staff were busy
removing fallen trees and clearing roads. The R angitata Gorge
road - the last to be opened - was cleared by the evening of
Sunday, 19th November. Throughout, the Council's radiotelephone system to its vehicles proved invaluable and at one
stage was the only link between Geraldine Borough and Timaru.
Snow damage cost $2,000 to repair.
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Snow being cleared from the road to the H ermitage. Note the small
car on the right which had been completely buried.
( Photo: C. Murdoch)

Mackenzie County
No. 8 State Highway ( W ashdyke to the Ohau River ) became impas able during the night of Thursday 16th. By 10
o'clock next morning it had been reopened as far as F airlie,
where there was two feet of snow in the township. By late
in the afternoon of the same day the highway had been opened
right through to the Oha u River. Graders from Canterbury
irrigation works, the M ackenzie County Council and the Otago
Works District all helped the local M inistry of Works machines.
O nce roads were cleared there was little trouble with icing since
the underlying surface temperature thawed the remaining snow.
H owever, a fog of condensing vapour hung over cleared roads
and made driving difficult in places.
The estimated cost of clearing snow and repairing da mage
done by floodwaters on this highway was $10,000.
Conditions were much worse on the 3 7 mile Highway 80
from Pukaki to the H emitage. H ere now varied in depth from
two feet to over four feet with up to almost double this on some
of the corners. Five hours after the snow started on the 16th the
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telephone lines were down and radio contact was almost impossible. Graders worked from their base at "The Rest" ( 19 miles
from Pukaki ) until 2.30 in the morning freeing cars caught
between there and the H ermitage. Three-and-a-half hours la ter
they started again for the Hermitage but the deep snow forced
them to turn back. After much trouble getting round a stranded
grader and bus blocking the road, they reached Pukaki 12 hou rs
later at 6 p.m. on Friday night. On the Saturday a bullodzer
brought up over-night from Timaru started clearing from 'The
R est" towards the H ermitage. It was not until 9 p.m. th at it
everal car
met a bulldozer working from the H ermitage end.
and a bus had been stranded on this section. The occupants,
although reached early on 17th by the R anger of the Mt. Cook
National Park ( Mr D. F. Bell ) who had walked on foot from
the H ermitage with food and clothing, were flown out by helicopter only after being snowbound in their vehicles for 36 h ours.
Transport Department Officers kept sightseers off the highway. No traffi c was allowed without good reason past Burkes
Pass on the aturday and Tekapo on the und ay.
From 27th-29th ovember the road was again closed when
heavy rain (over 10 inches at the H ermitage ) cau ed evere
fl ood ing and many slip .
Repairs to thi highway due to snow and fl ood ing are estimated to have cost $15,000.
Graders of the Mackenzie Co unty Co un cil ope ned over 200
miles of County roads in the two days after the snowfall be ides
helping clear the State Highways.
Apart from the $2,079 this co t, a further ex p nditure of
$12,000 was needed to repair the sub equent flood damage in
the County.

Waitaki County
The County Council h ad no great machin e problems clearing the soft snow and used iJoth their own and contractors'
plant. The Coun cil had sufficient plant to clear all its approximately 100 miles of hinterland road of snow in 3-4 days.
Snowmelt and rain late in November damaged County
roads and bridges. They o t $8,440 to repair.
The Ministry of Works reported little difficulty in clearing
State Highways in the Lindis-Omarama-Oh au area.

The total cost of clearing and repairing roads was about
$50,000.
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POWER SUPPLY
Central Canterbury Electric Power Board
Little damage was done by the snow. Near Lake Coleridge
supply was disrupted when several old-type insulators fa iled.
R epairs were soon made and cost only about $200 .
Ashburton Electric Power and Gas Board
Since the 1945 snow the Board had used only hardwood
poles. Consequently only two high-voltage line poles were
broken. But many poor-class poles carrying low-tension lines
failed . Some hundreds of wire breaks also occurred. The snow
was observed to be up to four inches diameter on wires in some
places.
By M ond ay 20th, power upply was restored to most co nsumers except those in the R angitata Gorge and on some short
spur lin es. After a week, the sometimes temporary repairs had
given electricity to all consumers.
The repa irs took 45 ma n-weeks and cost about $3000 .
From its experience the Board decided not to use any more
smooth-bod y steel-cored aluminium conductors in bad snow areas
and to avoid using twist joints.
South Canterbury Electric Power Board
I t is estimated that there was a snow loading of 3.2 lbs
per foot on power lines a t Geraldine. At Fairlie ( 600 feet higher) the loading could have been 1. 25 lb per foot. In the Board 's
district there were nearly 600 broken lines and 400 broken poles.
Power supply to Fairlie township failed at 11 .2 7 p.m . on
16th November and was not restored until 6.10 p.m. on Saturday, 18th November. D eep now made movement very difficult.
It was another week before power was at least temporarily restored to the whole Fairlie district. H owever, there was very much
more damage in the Geraldine area due to the higher density of
snow. But all consumers were reconnected within 14 days of
the snowstorm.
A feature of the disaster was the willing help given by other
supply a uthorities. Although this was accepted only from the
Electricity D epartment, the Central Canterbury and W aitaki
Electric Power Boards and the Timaru City Council, offers were
received from as far afield as T auranga in the North Island .
M ore was not accepted because of the shortage of local supervisory staff. Help was welcomed from private electrical contractors and from farmers.
The radio-telephone communication system of nineteen
mobile and five base stations proved invaluable. At one time
this was the only contact between Fairlie and Timaru .
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Linesmen had a long, cold job repairing the many miles of broken
lines and poles.
( Ph oto: C. Tindall)

Breaks occurred mainly in lines, but also in joint , due to
the weight of snow and ice. Some clamps gave on stronger
lines.
Although 385 concrete poles were broken compared to only
nine hardwood, this was p artly due to the fact that only about
10% of the poles in the affected area were of h ardwood. M ore
hardwood poles may, however, have minimised the damage.
Much of the damage seems to have happened when heavy or
thawing snow fell off the wires, p erhaps while snow still weighed
down adj acent ones. The sudden vibration, transferred to the
cross arms, often racked and broke pole heads or bases. M ore
than 400 poles have had to be replaced .
The Board is of the opinion that such an occurrence is
very rare, and it would be uneconomic to completely guard
against failu re. However, precautionary measures would be to
use only proven types of wire, use strain anchors to keep sections
of line independent under stress, use more hardwood poles in
snow-prone areas, consider bolting concrete p oles together in
certain locations, and change the jointing system of som e cable.
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Also shown was the value of radio communication, the necessity
to have ample stocks of m aterial in store, and the benefit of
h aving alternative high-tension feeder routes to a district.
I t cost the Board $43, 798 to return the system to normal and
took 14,530 man-hours of work.
Mackenzie County Council (Electricity Authority in the
M ackenzie Basin )
The first line break was at 6 p .m. on November 16th on the
Godley Peaks line. Many others foll owed. When the h eavy
snow peeled off a span the violent whipping of the lines caused
them to com e close together or touch. The protective apparatus
would then trip. Later in the evening the peding-off stopped,
the snow load built up, and lines began to break. From then on
it was long hours and hard, cold work for the servicemen trying
to repair broken lines or insulators, cutting branches, replacing
fuses, and testing and restoring power - sometimes only to have
it trip out again shortly afterwards. With the exception of
Lilybank Station, where the flooded M acauley River prevented
access to poles m U1c riverbed, power had been restored to all
stations by M onday, N ovember 20th.
The Council found that its radio telephones did not fun ction satisfactorily and access difficulties made the mobile sets in
vehicles of only limited value. It also commented on the inconvenience caused by unnecessary sightseers.
Waitaki Electric Power Board
The first fault occurred when the H akataramea feeder line
tripped out at Lake W aitaki at 8.37 p.m. on Thursday 16th.
Power was finally restored to the T.V. translator at Station
Peak and to Glen Lyon Station, Lake Ohau, late in the afternoon
of Tuesday 20th.
Between these times the faultmen worked very long hours
in bitter weather and often in deep snow - an experience shared
by the men of the Post Office and all the other power-supply
authorities. Some suffered from severe "snowburn" and even
snow-blindness.
Snow built up to four inches diameter on lines in some areas
before either falling off or breaking them. M any miles of wire
were stretched and have since had to be re-strung. All the
faul ts were caused by sagging or broken wires, joint failures,
or broken insulators. Only two concrete poles broke but this
was due to the lines breaking. No hardwood poles broke. Many
fa ulty joints and terminations have now been replaced, together
with damaged cross a rms, insulators and pins.
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At the time, the lack of radio communication sets badly
hampered organisation and checking. A system has since been
installed by the Board.
The repairs due to the snowstorm are estimated to have
cost $5,000.
The total cost of restoring electric-power supply was about
$52,000.

TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS
Of the 5,836 subscribers served by telephone exchanges in
the affected a rea (including the plains ) at least 2,93 1, or roughly
half, lost service during the storm. This figure, compiled by the
Post Office, could be much higher because it is not knmm how
m any subscribers regained service when repairs were made to
restore other subscribers' connections.
Also, 133 of the 136 toll circuits between toll stations in or
near the area were lost. Only three circuits were still operating
- one between R akaia and M ethven and two between Kurow
and Otematata. By the next m orning 68 h ad been restored, and
one week later almost all h ad been repaired.
The microwave toll link between Christchurch and Dunedin,
with spurs at Ashburton, Timaru and O am aru, was fortunately
not affected. H owever, it almost failed when power supply to the
repeater station at Waitohi Hill near Geraldine went out at
about 2 or 3 o' clock on the m orning of the 17th. Unfortunately
the standby plant had m anual, not autom atic, control. T echni cians found the track impassable and it was only by using a
helicopter which happened to be in the area th at they reached
the station. H owever, the relief output was barely enough to
meet the dem and and a larger portable alternator set had later
to be brought up.
In addition, mobile engine alternator sets were trucked
from Dunedin, Timaru, Christchurch and even from W ellington
(by vehicle ferry ) to provide power for six rural autom atic
exchanges without mains supply.
M ost of the dam age was either directly or indirectly due
to snow loading of lines and trees. Breakage was not restricted
to any one size or type of wire although there was of course
variation in damage bellween sizes. Only copper-clad, steelcored wire at normal pole spacings did not fail.
About 1,000 telephone poles gave way, m ainly silver pine
poles or ones which had been in service for m any years. But
between R angitata and Orari there was a "cascade" failure of
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160 iron rail and hardwood poles whi ch all fell towards the
south. Over 180 miles of pole line were damaged in the MidCan terbury area alone where lines are of lighter constru ction
in the more sparsely settled area. T reated softwood poles were
generally undamaged. T here were some cross-arm and bolt
failures. It was also noticed that in many cases nuts had vibrated loose off insulator bolts over a period of time because the
dry atmosphere had caused no corrosion to hold them on. When
snow fell off the li nes they sprang up and pulled the insulators
free of the cross arms.
Although lack of comm unication between post offi ces caused
delays in assessment, these were made with the help of aircraft
and helico pter inspection. An Electricity Department "Snowtrac" vehicle also proved very useful. }.!fen were sent from m ain
centres to help local repair staff . Some toll circuits were repaired
first and then the effort t ransferred to subscribers' service. The
last of these was cleared on the 29 th November.
M any lines were replaced by temporary insulated cable bu t
elsewhere replacement lines were ploughed or entrenched into
the ground . Some 300 or more miles of one-pair cable and 120
miles of multi-pair cable were used. Wherever possible permanent repairs were m ade. New cable size was often big enough
for planned futu re development. Two hundred and twenty
staff members were employed in the Ashburton and Timaru
areas, m a ny comin g from both Christchurch and Dunedin
districts. Tree-felling and cable-laying contractors were also
employed.
The cost of repairing the damage was about $600,000 of
which not more than $ 150,000 would have been spent on
" bettermen t" or extension of services.
Although new work in other districts was delayed, ma ny
subscribers in the storm-·damaged area now have a better service than they otherwise would have had by this time.
The new practi ce of using only copper-clad steel wire in
high snow risk areas has been confirmed.

LIVESTOCK
There were very fe w areas depasturing stock from which the
snow had not all thawed within a week. But, surprisingly, during this time, and in the succeeding few days when heavy westerly rain fell in the gorges some 60,300 sheep and 550 cattle
died on the 70 runs from the north bank of the Rakaia to the
Lindis P ass on which a foot or more of snow fell. U p to 10,000
stock also died on foothill farms. (D . R eynolds, pers. comm. )
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The losses on the surveyed runs were as follows:
All 70 runs

Sheep
Class
Lambs
(new seasons )
Ewes
Wethers
Hoggets
Two tooths
(if separate )

21 "Gorge runs"

ro. died

No. di ed as
percentage of
no. shorn or
tailed 1966

No. di ed

No. died as
percentage of
no. shorn or
tailed 1966

36,870

30 %

26,470

65 %

13,070
6,830
2,250

6%

18,239

11%

390

7%

220

12%

160

1%

80

2%

l ,280

- -

f

60,300
Cattle
Calves
(new seasons )
Cows, etc.

- -

550

These figures were compiled from tallies supplied to the Department of Agriculture or to the Institute by individual runholders. They would include some estimates, particularly of
Iamb deaths, but are the most accurate available. They show
the high proportion of ewes and lambs in the total sheep deaths,
and of cows and calves in the cattle deaths. The reason for
this, if not for the exact cause of death, is obvious. Lambing
and calving had not long taken place or were still in progress.
As explained later, a sudden starvation stress and exposure at
this critical time of the year brought early death to ewes. Cold,
lack of food , or drowning killed thousands of lambs and many
calves.
The whole atmosphere at the time on runs and farms was
one of unreality. Many farmers ( particularly at lower altitudes )
were mentally unprepared for deep snow at this time of the year.
It was not until stock started dying that they woke to the urgency
of saving them. On many runs, of course, nothillg could be
done until the snow had tha:wed enough to allow men and
machinery to get out to the sheep. The stunned state of the
ewes when they got there often made the best attempts at feeding
them ineffective. And with the ewe scarcely able to feed their
lambs there was little that could be done to help the lambs'
survival.
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I t was a most unseasonal snow. H ow it affected the stock
and how farmers and runholders tried to save them is described
in the next few pages.

FEED
The back-country runs often had no feed to give sheep and
nowhere better to put them than where they stood. On some
the risk of avalan che was so great that men could not safely
get out to the snowbound animals. The snow depth was such in
many areas, that even stored upplies of feed were ineffective as
they could not be taken out to the stock.
But wherever possible, farmers fed a ration and cleared
ground mechanically or snow-raked their stock to the food.
Mostly hay was all they h ad available. But even sheep wh ich
were used to it did not seem interested. They appeared cold
and miserable, and could not care less whether they ate it or
not. T hose sheep which were not normally fed hay, or had not
had it as hoggets, ignored it. H ay had to be of good quality
to tempt the sheep to eat. Lucerne was preferred to meadow
hay and last season's hay was in general preferred to the new
season's (although older lambs on some properties ate the latter
readily ) . Where hay had already been cut it was sometimes
only days old. At least lambs fo und it useful as d ry bedding on
the othePWise sodden ground. One runholder observed lambs
ba rely a month old nibbling the clover leaves of meadow hay.
Stock obviously preferred green food. Willow branches
and even pine needles were eaten readily. In fact many stock
were drowned a pparently t rying to get willow leaves near flooding creeks. Once the snow thinned out and grass appeared,
stock would not look at hard feed .
Those runholders who fed nuts found them much preferred
by sheep compared to hay, though even then their appetite was
depressed. But there was great wastage of nuts on the slushy
ground if they could not be fed in troughs - and few farmers
had these.
At least one m an ager fed barley to his sheep, and boiled
up a gruel for ewes in bad condition which he had brought into
the sheds . In spite of this, m ost of them died .
Even though sheep were apparently too shocked to eat,
there is no doubt that the small amount of feed did them good.
There wer e more survivors among the ones which were found
early than among those whi ch weren't. Three to five days
seem ed to be the critical period. There was less mis-mothering
among sheep snow-raked to mobs if they were offered good food.
H owever it was rem arked by one runholder that if stress of any
sort is the problem, the less the stock are shifted, the better.
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I t was often fo un d that feeding hay to the sheep did not
stop them dying, although sta rvation, with exposure, was an important cause of death. In fac t, where bulldozers were used to
clear ground for feeding out, the problems ometimes seemed
compounded. \,Yhere a m aze of tracks was cut, ewes and lambs
milled about for awhile looking fo r one another, and ewes were
sometimes so unsettled that they charged into snow banks when·
disturbed and stuck fast. Their lambs, if they' d found them,
could then wander off and become lost. T he con gestion of sheep
on the clearings with slushy now and pools of water, or sodden
ground , cau ed many lambs to be trampled and drowned . Even
t ractor wheel marks often filled with melt water. In some areas,
especially in the Ashburton Gorge, sheep were snow-raked on to
grader-cleared public roads and great trouble was caused by
traffic, some of it merely inquisitive, inevitably hunting them
along the lanes between snowbanks.
In fact quite a few runholders afterwards regretted moving
their ewes and lambs at all. Even though orne of the latter
were smothered by the snow, the fact that it had been falling
heavily in daylight hours meant that the sheep were caught in
a spread-out grazing pattern rather than mobbed together in
night camps.
O verall, while most men instinctively hel ped their stock,
there seemed to be more tro uble where sheep were snOIW-Taked
into mobs on small clearings th an where they were left alone.
One of the most urpri ing things was that so few hoggets
died. Woolly or shorn, it seemed to make little difference. There
was not much trouble getting them to eat hay if they had been
used to it during the winter. T hough checked, they recovered
fast.
The greatest cause of lamb and calf deaths was the st ress
on their mothers, causing the milk suppl y to dry up and premature weaning to take place. Although lambing was well over on
most foothill properties, gorge runs often had barely tarted .
Consequently these lambs were wholly dependent on milk, and
when there was none they starved. In such conditions lamb
losses were sure to be high. Even lambs old enough to get some
food from picking frequently seemed to get tired of fending fo r
themselves and lay down and died . Often weak lambs which
had survived the snow succumbed in the heavy rain which fell
a week later. M any new-born lambs died in it too . The effect
of full or partial weaning showed itself in the large n umber of
stunted lambs and calves still to be seen at the end of the season
on the worst-hit runs. Even though ewes relieved of the burden
of nursing did particula rly well on the abundance of feed which
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grew aft erwa rds on the moist soil, mis-mothered and weaned
lamb never fully recovered from their severe check. Where the
lamb. were 5-6 weeks old or more, and were put on good gra . /
clove r paddocks, they m anaged to pick up condition and grow
satisfac tori ly. The ewes too recovered better when shifted to
improved country. Some, however, which had lost their lambs
suffered udd er dam age on the lush growth .
T he d rying off , partially due to . hock, was aggrava ted by
nowburn . Ewes (particularly M erin os ) and cows (particula rly
H erefords) often suffered badly-burned teats. On ewe the whole
oute r ski n of the teat som etimes loughed off. Both ewes and
cows in this burnt condition would not let their young u kle
and were reluctant to do so even after the damage had healed .
Some runholders spent much time trying to mother calve back
on to ow which had rejected them for two or three week.. They
had littl ucce . Aberdeen Angus cows appear to have been
untroubled by nowburn. Not onl y did the teat tis ue of many
animal uffer, but al o other ex po. ed skin . Often hee p were
nowblinded .
T her wa a widespread im pre ion that tore we fared
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better than those in forward condition, and that those on tussock
blocks better than those in paddocks. Where the snow lay deep
even the hardiest started to give in from hunger after four days
or so. The breeding stock were certainly the worst hit. This
applied to cattle as well as to sheep .
Veterinari ans found that individual treatment with glycogenic substances gave reasonable results and certainly kept animals alive long enough to benefit from the extra foo d provided
for them . H owever such treatment was not practi cable on m ost
stations with snowbound sheep.
Other comments heard were that :
Wether deaths were caused almost solely by avalanche or
similar physical causes. It was surprising, however, the
number that still survived on avalanche-swept faces. One
peril was where sheep moved on to a clear avalanche track
for grazing only to be swept away by a later fall.
Both ewes and lambs died quickly - there was little sign
of coma.
Ewes were dying within 24 hours after the start of the snow.
They seemed to lose heart and die of psychological depression and shock. In fact death was d ue to complex m etabolic
disorders caused by starvation and exposure. The rapid
deaths were in marked contrast to the tenacity with which
similar sheep would have held on in a deep winter snow.
It seemed they could not adjust to snow at this time of the
year.
On two propertie well apart, Corriedale ewes which had
been grazing comparatively high came down to their lower
home-grazing grounds as the snow was falling. On Glen
Lyon, Merino wethers came down through three gates to
the shelter of a plantation on the night before the snow.
Two-tooth ewes suckling their fi rst lambs suffered badly,
and even prime four-·tooth ewes dropped quickly in condition. More of these two classes seemed to die than of
older ewes. Strangely, good ewes with fin e strong lambs
seemed to succumb easiest of all. M any ewes heavy in
lamb died too.
Sheep tended to die sooner on the better, lower properties
than on the hard er ones further back. On the latter m ost
runholders reported few deaths in the fi rst two days.
Although most new-•born lambs died, there was little real
age-pattern of survival am ongst their older fellows. The
best survivors were older lambs in store condition. In contrast to this, m any big forward lambs succumbed.
Lambs were often fo und with swollen knee joints.
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Quite a few runholders drenched their ewes and lambs
afterwards, fearing that a worm burden increase, favoured
by the damp conditions, might kill off still more and harm
the rest.
There was little reported difference between breeds in survival although two managers with mixed flocks thought that
Merinos without hay had fared better than Halfbreds with
it.
Woolly or Shorn
There was no real agreement about whether shorn sheep
survived better than woolly sheep. There seemed to be little
difference between them in losses. But most observers agreed
that the shorn ones could move more easily in the snow. Woolly
sheep bogged badly where it was deep and others were cast, but
in one case were still alive when found two weeks after the snow.
Several sheepmen commented that shorn sheep with "a bit of
weather on them" , i.e. horn a month or more before the snow,
seemed to handle the conditions best. This snow was not by
high-countrymen's standards, a cold one. Had it been so, the
losses of all sheep could have been even higher and shorn sheep
in particular would have suffered badly.
One gorge runholder who had over four feet of snow, lost
only ~ % of wethers ju t off the blade . He ran them in under
a plantation whose lower branches had been pruned except for
an unpruned fringe left around the outside. He described the
result as "the most remarkable example of survival I have ever
experienced".
There was no reported damage to the wool of heep unshorn
at the time, other than slight loss of character after being wet
for up to three weeks on some places. There was no apparent
break and the wool came off good and sound. No more sheep
shed their wool than would be normal during a winter.

cows
Cattle were still largely on their winter grazing groundsoften river flats. Cows with calves ( as most had by this time)
suffered worst. Besides the problem of sunburnt teat and consequent premature weaning of calves, some cows (often those in
better condition ) went down with milk fever or a similar metabolic disorder. They seem to need food much more frequently
at this time of the year than in the winter. Others appeared to
show symptoms of the tetany associated "Yith magnesium shortage. Some of them were excitable and charged about. Others
were hungry and restless. Treatment with drugs depended on
the symptoms and, of course, whether they were available.
Recovery was almost certain after treatment.
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Many owners remarked on how slow the cattle wer to pick
up after the shock. Although calves suffered badly from t arvation and exposure, even adult ca ttle were ometimes till set
back four months later.
An unfortunate ide effect was that some run Jo t cattle
from bloat on the flush of feed which came a way afterwa rd .
Other cattle scoured due to th e rapid cha nge from tarvati on to
plenty.
M a ny runholder fo und th at th eir cows, especially th o e in
poor condition, were slow to take the bull after the snow a nd
were refusing even well into the a.utumn. A lower calving percentage in 1968 was general over the a ffected reg ion.
DAMAGE TO CROPS
Alth ough widespread, physical a nd later frost da mage to
grain crops was reported from foothjll and upland pla ins areas,
only two high-country runholders reported such los.<>. On one
place an oat paddo k wa drowned out and the eed failed to
germinate. On the other, avalanche swept debri aero. the
ctober- own oat paddock and coured out or covered th e crop.
M o t high-count ry run had not long hu t paddo ks fo r
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meadow hay but on more~favoured properties earlier-shut
pasture, and lucerne nearly ready to cut, was flattened. The
pasture recovered well and so did some lucerne but the rest
stayed badly lodged. Although much was lost, part was saved
by mowing one way. The waterlogged ground made conditions
difficult for haymaking machinery. At Mt. Oakden, the runholder, faced with sodden newly-cut grass, baled and stored it for
silage.
One or two properties were holding over winter green-feed
ryecorn for a regrowth grain crop but had to sacrifice it as
grazing for snowraked sheep. On one the owner observed that
the ryecom plants stood up well in the snow and were the first
visible bite on the paddocks when the snow thawed around their
stalks.
On many paddocks, particularly those at the foot of hill
faces, the ground stayed very wet long after the snow. This made
cultivation for root crops difficult and delayed their sowing.

DAMAGE TO TREES
A great deal of damage was done to both native and exotic
trees and to ornamental shrubs. Serious damage was worst in
areas above 2,000 feet in altitude where three feet or more fell.
Since trees were coming into leaf, the snow had more surface to fall on and they were more likely to suffer damage from
this high-density fall.
Amongst the worst-affected trees were willows, poplars and
silver birches. Although the birches suffered mainly from extensive broken branches, poplars were frequently stripped, and
crack willows had their main limbs snapped off at the base. All
of these species, however, showed rapid regrowth. Other English
deciduous trees such as the ash, oak, and plane were badly
broken or completely destroyed. Ornamental garden shrubs
were similarly affected. Heavy pruning helped recovery.
Pin us radiata, especially trees in the 10-20 year age class
or growing away from block plantations, were damaged to every
degree. Many trees were stripped of branches and their main
sterns bent and shattered. Trees in plantations were less affected
but damaged parts will not regrow naturally.
Larch, Pinus contorta and Pinus muricata which were
exposed to the northwest wind and consequently malformed,
often were broken right off. But more erect species suffered only
a few broken branches.
Corsican pine, Ponderosa pine, Spruce and Douglas fir
( Oregon ) were scarcely damaged at all. Douglas fir stood up
to the snow particularly well at all ages and in all situations.
The native bush was damaged too - quite severely in the
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heavy snowfall areas. With a snow depth of about twelve inches
at their Craigieburn station, the Forest Service calculated that
the forest canopy held an estimated weight of snow of at least
100 tons per acre. But even this load caused little more than
sagging branches which recovered after the thaw. The trees
worst affected were those of unbalanced growth form or with
malformed stems, heart rot or shallow plate-like root systems.
H owever, where the heaviest snow fell, runholders reported
that large areas of mountain beech trees were stripped of their
branches leaving bare trunks. Again, the native forest was in
places badly damaged by avalanches. At Lake Ohau Station
the owner reported that trees in their path were "smashed to
matchwood".
Damage could be expected to be bad in the mountain beech
forest since, with little regrowth in most areas over many
decades, there is a high proportion of old trees.
Matagouri bushes were also well broken down and occasionally pinned sheep sheltering beneath them.
The immediate effect of the tree damage was that much
time had to be spent clearing fallen timber from roads, drive
and tracks, lifting it from fences and yards, and repairing broken
rails and wires. Fallen trees also brought down many power
and telephone lines. Since scarcely any trees are grown for
timber production in the back country, the snow did not cause
much los.s of future income from till source.
One runholder reported that exotic trees had suffered
windthrow after the torm becau e of the sodden gro und failing
as anchorage for their roots.
The Forest Service also found in their high-altitude experimental plantings at Craigieburn that erect-growing Pinus contorta 4-'5 feet high were bent downhill under the now and the
roots' connections partly broken. This loosening of the stumps
would give the trees a permanent lean. Some bark was removed
from the sterns when they rubbed against the snow pack. Bushy
Pinus mugo, and P. sylvestis were less affected.
Since the snowfall with its low temperatures came soon
after spring growth tarted, there was possibly some growth
check at the time.

DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS AND FENCES
As a hard winter culls weak sheep, so did this storm cull
old, weak, or poorly-designed sheds and fences.
Few runs escaped without buildings damaged.
Items - At Wolds Station electric power lines touched due to
the weight of snow. There was a back flash and the
men's quarters were burned to the ground.
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At M t. Gerald Sta tion a hay barn collapsed and killed
two-tooths penned under it for helter.
Ap art from this, haybarns collapsed on twelve high-country
runs and were substantially damaged on another five T he big
old Barrasa woolshed was the only one to suffer badly, bu t
the roofs on everal others sagged or parts collapsed or were
damaged by falling trees. The large proportion of haybarns in
the total buildings damaged was probably due to their being
designed and prefabricated mainly for down-country snow loadings. W ell-braced steel hayb arns did not collapse. Woolsheds,
on the other hand , were built to cope with the conditions on the
site and although snow broke some of them weakened by age,
most had been braced to withstand the heavy snows of past
years. Trees and bran ches also frequently broke down fences
and yards around the stations.
No homesteads were reported tructurally damaged but
many had part of their spouting ripped off even, at one station,
in spite of being braced with snow-straps. M esopotamia had
three mustering huts badly damaged - two when their roofs
caved in and the other when crushed by a slip.
Such a storm as this wa a real test of the siting and conThe woolshed on Barrosa Station, Ashburton Gorge, part of which
collapsed under the weight of snow.
( Photo: C. Ti11dall)

- ---

struction of fences. But even some which had proven safe and
strong for many years on the hill, were damaged by avalanches.
Snow-fences, normally built at high altitude to keep sheep down
in the autumn below risky country, suffered moot. At Braemar
27 miles of fence were damaged. At Glentanner, three quarters
of the hill fence wires were broken. At Mesopotamia, Ernwhon,
Mt. Gerald and Stoneleigh, five miles or more of fence were
swept away or completely wrecked. These were the worst
examples of damage reported. Apart from avalanche damage
which usually tore away whole sections, slow snow-mass movement cause other fences to be laid over, particularly those with
too feJw poots. However, on many runs the only real damage
was to river flood-gates washed out by the snow-melt runoff.
This was common. In general, run fences suffered more damage
from flooding than from snow.
In most cases repairs to fences have meant the addition of
treated wooden posts to give them more strength than is reasonably possible with steel alone. At Ben Ohau station, 800 posts
were needed.
The Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council, through
the Waitaki Catchment Commission, granted subsidies for the
repair of some 430 chains of high-altitude fence considered
important for soil conservation. A special grant was also made
for the repair of some similar fences in the South Canterbury
Catchment Board district.

EFFECT ON BIRDS
One feature of the snow remarked on by all runholders was
the devastating effect it had on bird life. Before the disaster,
bird numbers in general had been noticeably increasing.
As with sheep, so too did birds start dying early. At Ere-·
whon station where the snow started in the morning, birds were
seen falling dead off rails in the woolshe.d by the afternoon.
Thousands of birds died on many stations, crowding into haybarns, woolsheds or any clearings in the snow. After the grader
had gone through in the upper Rangitata valley, birds of all
sizes flocked on to the roads. Some lifted off slowly when a
vehicle came along. Most could only hop away. Birds sought
any snow-free place to rest. At Godley Peaks one was seen
perched on the head of a wether stuck in the snow !
No doubt starvation caused most deaths although the early
onset of these pointed to shock as a contributing cause. Also
some runholders who opened seed for sheltering birds saw most
still die in spite of it, except sparrows. Expooure probably took
its toll, although after the first 36 hours, temperatures were
reported to have risen noticeably and at no time were they as
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cold as could have been expected in mid-winter. One runholder
was puzzled by the birds dying so quickly when it would normally
have taken two to three weeks of snow and freezing conditions
in winter to have had this effect. However, at that time of the
year many bird would have moved to lower altitudes, and in the
remainder, the higher fat deposits in their bodies in winter
would have helped their survival.
Most observers agreed that young birds suffered most.
This was most obvious among ducks and geese. In deeper
snow areas few if any ducklings or goslings (wild or domesticated) were seen alive afterwards. At Clent Hills the domesticated ducks died when snow fell off the house roof under whose
eaves they have been sheltering.
Birds still died for some time after the snow - at Double
Hill they continued to do so well towards the end of December.
Very large numbers of skylarks, chaffinches, greenfinches,
yellow hammers and redpolls were seen dead; as were fantails,
tomtits and riflemen near native bush. But sparrows seemed to
survive remarkably well and no one reported seeing keas or
woodpigeons dead. Thrushes, starlings and blackbirds died
under trees and hedges only on the worst-hit properties (and
then usually later than the others ), but elsewhere survived
where their smaller fellows did not. Starlings were the best
survivors of these larger birds.
Reports on magpies varied widely. Without obvious difference in storm severity, observations ranged from "none surviving" and "many carcasses seen" , through "some dying" and
"weak birds" to "no obvious deaths" . However, the presence
or absence of the more susceptible young birds might partly explain these differences.
Even the turkeys were smothered on one station.
Birds which survived the snow were seen to nest again from
immediately afterwards to well into December, and to lay their
eggs. This included ducks and swans but not geese which, in
two runholders' experience of many years, have only one sitting
no matter what happens.
On the hard-hit runs where flocks of some species had
formerly been seen, there were now only a few survivors.
Even twelve months later, bird numbers had scarcely built
up again. Although the surviving skylarks could still be heard,
the volume of birdsong was far less since so many others had died.
There was a high mortality also among bees. One runholder saw hundreds dead within a few chains of the hives.
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WILDLIFE
Rabbits and Hares
M ackenzie Country runholders reported that many rabbits,
particularly young ones, were killed directly or indirectly by
the snow. M any on the river flats were drowned in their burrows and even elsewhere those that weren't, seemed to observers
to suffer shock quite similar to that of the large animals. Where
the snow depth was over three feet, numbers of dead hares were
seen afterwards but at lesser depths most seemed to survive.
Opposums
One runholder looking for stock in his back country after
the storm, saw several dead opposums, and his dogs flush ed out
two lives ones which had lost all the fu r from both bodies and
tails.
Deer, Chamois, Thar
Again, these animals were in trouble only where the snow
was deep. Although even here, there were only a few reports
of deer seen dead, at Erwhon Station the snow left only about
a quarter of the usual number of red deer calves alive. H ere
too, chamois and deer com e right down to the valley floors and
quite a number were seen to die after showing symptoms similar
to those suffered by the sheep. Avalanches also took their toll.
RESTOCKING
Farmers in Otago had mixed feelings when they heard of
the Canterbury snow and the probable high sheep losses. While
properly sympathetic, it augured well for store-sheep sale prices
if northern runholders had to restock.
H owever in spite of the deaths, only seven of the hardesthit runs reported . that they bought in sheep to make up their
flock numbers. One of those bought in only ram hoggets to
supply regular clients. The buying-in did not noti ceably increase
average ewe-fair prices.
Runs adapted to their stock losses mainly by reducing sales.
Sheep normally culled, or cast for age, were held back from the
market. Where necessary, runs kept anything with good enough
teeth or health to last another season. Only the few poorest
Iambs were sold. Fewer sheep for sale meant a considerable
drop in income for many runholders.
With less lambs to later go into the flock as hoggets, and
more old sheep kept back, the average age of a ffected flocks
became older by about a year. This could be expected to slightly
reduce wool production, increase deaths, and at the same time
slightly increase the lambing percentage. Besides this, since all
possible replacements were kept and few culled, average flock
quality would be lower.
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Vehicles· in the main street of Fairlie.

( Ph oto: C. Murdoch)

While most runs expected to return to normal flock size
within a year by buying-in or retention from sale, all expected
it to be fo ur to five years before their fl ock balance return ed to
normal. F lock in creases on imp roving properties were al o
delayed.
The quick return to norm al fl ock size refl ects the good
surplus stock position on most runs compared to past decades
when, though m any less sheep were avail able, regular buying-in
was common and h eavy nows made replacement a slow and
expensive business.

DISASTER RELIEF
The failure of the telephone system made ea rly assessment
of the disaster an d organ isation of relief services almost impo ible. H owever as soon as there was some means of communication the D epartment of Agriculture in Fairlie and in
Ashburton telephoned or sent men to find out the extent of the
damage, to offer veterinary assistance and to try to arrange for
stock feed, labour, and snow clearing equipment. The Minist1)'
of Defence sent four Army m obile radio vans of the 31st M edium
R adio Sub T roop from Addington to help with communications.
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They set up links with Mt. Cook, Mt. Gerald, Godley Peaks
and Lilybank stations.
Nineteen bulldozers were operating in the Fairlie and
Mackenzie district within a few days. Some had been engaged
by the Department, others privately, as was the case further
north. The Agriculture Department used an Electricity Department "Snow trac" for three days near Fairlie to cart hay to
stock. It towed 60 bales at time. Its only weakness was its difficulty on sidelings. Otherwise it was very successful over deep
snow.
As is usual in emergencies, many offers of help were given
and many accepted. Several foothill farmers, once they had
attended to their own immediate problems, headed up the cleared
inland roads with loads of hay ready to provide hdp where it
might be needed. Carriers and many others were also keen to
do what they could. Other truckloads of hay were offered free
from down country. In the end more hay was made available
than was needed and this was also the case with veterinary
supplies in the area patrolled by the helicopter. Predictably
the labour supply and demand caused problems of organisation.
Many stations had no way of communicating their needs. Unfortunately there were many runholders who couldn't get extra
labour while others were offered labour but didn't need it.
Inevitably the most accessible got help first. Many staff from
Government Departments were also praised for their willingness
to give practical help with stock. Down-country farmers were
especially ready to help and most men in the disaster area turned
to assist their neighbours as their own immediate problems
cleared.

THE DISASTER RELIEF COMMITTEE
On 27th November a public meeting was held in Aorangi
Hall, Fairlie, which was attended by 130 farmers and runholders
from Mid and South Canterbury. It was chaired by Mr D.
Reynolds of the Department of Agriculture and was officially
opened by Mr R. L. G. Talbot, M.P.
A Disaster Relief Committee of twelve was formed comprising two members each from the Departments of Agriculture
and Lands and Survey, and one or two members from each
branch of Federated Farmers in the disaster area.
After representations from it to the Government, the following relief measures were granted:
A. Refund of freight costs from point of purchase to farm gate
up to $10 per ton on hay which the Relief Committee was satisfied had been brought into the area by emergency conditions
caused by the storm. Subsidy was payable only on freight
charges by commercial operators.
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Six passengers and the driver of this bus were joined by 12 people from
private cars which were also stranded in the deep snow near the Hermitage. They spent two nights and a day with little food or heat before
being airlifted two by two by helicopter to the Hermitage.
( Photo: C . Murdoch)

B. Government guarantees for bank overdrafts to farmers
whose rehabilitation after the storm could not be financed from
their own resources or from normal sources of credit and customary Marginal Lands Board assistance.
C. Payment by the Government of the cost of:
1. Hiring and transporting bulldozers to provide access
to snowbound stock.
2. Veterinary and sundry labour costs engaged on an
area basis during the period of the emergency.
A meeting of Rakaia, Ashburton and R angitata valley runholders was held at Mt. Somers on 18th December. It urged
that the Government provide income-tax-payment concessions
and, if necessary, delayed-interest loans.
A second meeting of the Disaster Relief Committee was
held at Geraldine on 20th December at which other fonns of
available 'relief such as remission of the R abbit Board rates and,
in serious cases, the remi ion of Crown rentals were mentioned.
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O n the recommend ation of the meeting, newsletters were
sent to all runhold ers explaining the relief measu res available.
The third Committee meeting was held on 19th F ebruary.
I t approved payments for cartage, bulldozing and veterinary
upplies amounting to $3,670 . Mr H enderson of the Inland
Revenue Department spoke and pointed out that the D epartment co uld offer no real tax relief but only remind farmers that
they could re-estimate their provisional tax and pay a lower
amount if their incom e was likely to fall to warrant it. H e said
that tax payments up to $200 could be deferred without penalty
but above this they had to have Ministerial approval. H e also
pointed out the advantages of the Income Equalisation Scheme
as a way to spread income or losses over up to five year .
The fo urth meeting was held on 18th M arch. M ore
acco unts totalling $1,764 were approved.
Of the total $5,432 paid out by the Government, bulldozing
snow cost $4,135, hay cartage cost $609, veterinary expenses
cost $673 and sundry costs were $1 5. It was unfortunate that
in spite of the large amount spen t on bulldozing, m any runholders had of co urse not been able to secure or make use of
these machines and thus although suffering big stock las es had
received virtually no assistance.
The final meeting was held on 18th June. A letter from
the M inister of Finance was read stating that no fu rther tax
relief measures could be granted . H e did, howeve r, point out
that the full cost of replacement stock would be dedu ctible for
tax pu rposes and that where stock were withheld from ale for
restocking purposes, income and therefore tax would be lower.
M r J. Scott, Chairman of the W aitaki Catchment Commission,
aid that the Soil Conservation Council h ad approved the payment of subsidy for repairs to three fences which had been
privately erected for the retirement of country.
A meeting was convened by the M ayor of Timaru on 5th
August 1968 to discuss Civil Defence matters. T he installation
of radio commun ication from Timaru H eadqu arters to the
outlying counties was supported .

HELICOPTER SERVICES
A feature of the relief services was the help given by a
helicopter of the R oyal New Zealand Air Force. Two separate
approaches were made to the Minister of Defence to authorise
its use. Both the Lands and Survey D epartment thro ugh the
M inister of Lands and the Agri culture D ep artment th rough
Mr R . L . G. Talbot, the M ember of P arliament for the Ash-·
burton electorate, made requests to the Minister of Defence who
agreed to end a helicopter to the M ackenzie Country.
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The helicopter - an I roquois, piloted by Sqdr. Ldr. M.
R obinson an d Flt. Lieut. A. G. Oldfield - arrived at Lake
T ekapo from Auckland at 9 .30 a.m . on Wednesday, 22nd
November after fl ying down the night before. Mr D. R eynolds,
a senior Farm Advisory Officer from Fairlie, went to T ekapo to
organise the spotting.
The first flight b ro ught out two stranded climbers from
the Ball Hu t to the Unwin Hut. The rest of the day until
7.1 5 p .m . was spent visi ting sheep stations and giving help where
needed .
By the time the helicopter left on the Thursday morning
for its base by way of the Godley, Rangitata and Rakaia Valleys
it had flown over 12 hours on relief missions. Seven representatives of Government D epartments and Federated Farmers, and
thirteen station owners and employees had been taken on reconn aissance flights for stock. Sta tions reconnoitred were Braemar,
Glenmore, Godley Peaks, Lilybank, Mt. Gerald, Richmond , Mt.
Hay, Mt. John, Balmoral , Mt. Cook, Guide Hill, Glentann er,
Pukaki D owns, Glen Lyon, W olds, and Irishman Creek. Also
several dogs were uplifted with the men taken out to snow-rake
trapped sheep. Veterinary supplies and small an10unts of feed
(mainly hay) were taken to isolated stock. A Post Office technician was also left temporarily at Lilybank Station to establish
radio contact. A communications team at T ekapo kept in touch
with the helicopter and with their base at Wigram. Fortun ately
the weather stayed calm and fin e over the day the machine was
needed. It was able to climb to 5,000 feet without trouble. The
A heavy bulldozer clearing snow near Erewhon Station, Rangitata Valley.
Trucked-in hay follows behind it.
( Photo: T. Clti1111}

direct operating co ts for the helicopter in this operation were
estimated by the Ministry of Defence to have been $3,000.
Experience with this storm seemed to be that the helicopter
was useful for human rescue, or transport for no·w-raking, and
for spotting stock . However it would be an impractical and
uneconomic way of carrying more than emergency feedstuffs
to stock.
The Minister of Defence has since said that while service
helicopters were there for use in an emergency or disaster,
runholders would be unwise to assume that the e machines
would always be available to help. Where there were private
helicopters working in the district he thought that first call
should be made on them.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE
According to one runholder, the best way to avoid repetition
of this disaster would be "to arrange to have snow confined to
the winter period' .
However, thi might take a little time. In spite of recent
advances in agriculture, the high-country climate is unchanged
in its severity. Fortunately there was some agreement on meaures which could reduce the effects of heavy now. It was
thought that:
1. Bulldozers
Every property with high snow risk should have its own
bulldozer, or at least one provisionally booked with a contractor. The e are to clear tracks to sheep, to help with
station acce , and to !ear grass paddocks.
2. Shelter
Strategic shelter plantation hould be grown on all off-·
shears blocks. They should be unpruned out ide and pruned
to six feet inside. There hould be a ' dozer track through
the centre.
3. Communications
On mo t runs depending on telephones for communication,
contact with servicing centres is lost in every heavy snowfall. Many runholder uggested that the possibility of
every tation having a high-frequency tran ceiver radio
set for emergencies should be investigated. It would be
an advantage if the set was capable of ground-to-air communication. The radio-telephone network above the
Rakaia Gorge proved it worth. However even radio telephones were ineffective in the prevailing weather at the
time of the storm alma t everywhere they were used. Perhaps more efficient types could be developed.
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4 . Information
Although R adio Station 3X C Timaru did give some general
district action broadcasts, the complaint was frequently
heard that broadcasting stations had provided neither specific news of snow conditions nor u eful service during the
fall. Not only did runholders wish to know how other
areas were affected, including acces.5 to their service towns,
but they thought the local radio stations could have relayed
mes.5ages to homesteads without other means of communication . Such information as the availability of labour, of
feed supplie or snow-clearing equipment, and when
graders, bulldozers or a helicopter could be expected at
individual properties, could have given the station owners
a chance to plan their movements and the purchase of any
feed supplies.
5. Traffic
Sightseers should be prohibited from using roads newly
cleared into snow regions and only es.5ential traffic permitted to use them . Cars cause great disturbance to stock
brought down on to roads (a doubtful though understandable practice ) . Also, since mo t cleared tracks are narrow,
vehicles bringing in supplies are hampered and already
soft road surfaces made worse.
6. Government Relief
Great care should be taken in declaring disaster areas and
applying for relief. Some farmers are considered to be
only too ready to seek fin ancial help. Sometimes this con-•
ceals poor m anagement when spare hay etc. is sold and
none kept for an emergency. As one runholder put it "Too
frequent relief makes bludgers out of people" .
Most often when deep snow falls it is the farthest
back runs which suffer most but which get the least help.
Some runholders get helicopters, hay and bulldozers others nothing.
7. Emergency Food
All farmers in high-snow-risk areas should carry over or
store sufficient h ay and particularly grain or nuts to feed
out in emergencies. Concentrates seem more attractive and
digestible to weak sheep than hay.
8. Helicopters
Helicopters are useful but must be prepared to cart out
hay etc. if necessary as well as to lift runholders to spot
stock. They must also be quickly on the scene if weather
permits. In a similar snow the most vital help is that given
within the first 48 hours.
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9. Access
The Countie· and Ministry of Works should co-ordinate,
and hire private plant if n ecessary to open road to stations
a rapidly as possible--not so mu ch for occu piers to get out
as for feed and help to get in quickly.
10. Early Feeding
It may have been wise to get h ay out early to sheep on
handy paddocks while the snow was still fallin g and not
over 8-9 inches deep so sheep could move to get it. But on
larger block visibility would be so poor during snowfall as
to make gathering sheep impracticable. I t could do more
ha rm th an good. Unfortun ately, since one doe not kn ow
how long the snow will continu e to fall, the temptati on is
to do nothing and hope for the best.
l l . No Blind Lanes
When bulldozing snow to clear paddocks, lanes should be
connected up to avoid leaving blind alleys blocked by
snowbanks.
l 2. Cooperation
It has been uggested b y many th at one lesson learnt from
this snow should be the need for better organisation of
reli ef se rvices. Although th e local offi cers of the D epartment of Agriculture did th eir best, cooperati on between
bodies involved in the disaster
ould have been
The soft sub-surface on the Bracmar road after the snow stops a Ministry
of Works' hydrological urvey team.
( Photo: T. Chinn)

improved. It would be mo. t de irable for the Po t Office,
the Power Boards, the County Council, the Department of
Agriculture, the Ministry of Work , Federated Farmers and
perhap the Transport D epartment and Contractors Federation to have a pre-arranged plan of cooperation and a
mall standing committee ready to pool information or
organise relief services. This should be tied into the Civil
Defence Organisation.
Of ourse one deterrent to centrali ed control i th at
the variou. bodies are unlikely to have the same supervi ory
town or city and will have different radio telephon e base
stations.
Snow can m ake movement of men an d equipment difficult even if voice com munication i intact, but di a ters
uch as this will happ n again and it is wi e to be ready
for them.
CONTRIB TOR
This short repo rt was com piled from statements contributed by
office rs of the fo ll owing orga ni sa tion s for whose help the In st itute is
grate( ul :
Department of Agriculture - Ashburton (Fa rm Advisory Di visio n).
Fairlie (Farm Advisory Divi ion).
Oamaru (Farm Advisory Division)
Timaru (Veterina rian).
Ministry of Defence - Royal ew Zealand Air Force Headquarters .
.z. Forest ervice - Protection Forestry Bra nch , Forest Resea rch
Institute.
Department of Lands a nd Survey - (Pastora l Lan ds Section) .
.Z. Meteorological Service .
.z. Post Office - Regional Engineers Office, Chr istchurch .
Department of Scientific and rndu st ri al Research - (Animal Ecology
Division).
Ministry of Work s - Chri stchurch (H ighways) .
Dunedin (High~ ays).
Timaru (Hydrological Survey).
Central a nterbury Electric Power Boa rd .
Ashburton Electric Power and Gas Board.
South Ca nterbu ry Electri c Power Board .
Waitaki Electric Powe r Board .
Malvern ounty Council.
Ashburton Cou nty Cou ncil
Gera ldin e Co unty Cou ncil.
Mackenzie ounty Cou ncil.
Wai taki ou nty Counci l.
ort h Canterbury Catchment Board .
ou th Can terbury Ca tchment Board.
Waitaki a tchment Co mmi ssion .
In additi o n, Officers of the Department of Agriculture at Fairlie and
Oamaru a nd the Management Officer of the Institute interviewed the 70
run holders.
Reference was made to the following :
Chi nn , T. J. ( J968): Unpublished Ministry of Works report.
Morris, J. Y. and O'Lo ughlin, C. L. ( 1965): "Snow In vestigations in the
Craigieburn Range" . JI Hydro). N .Z. 4(1): 2-16 .
Tomlinson, A. I. (1969): "The an terbury Snowfall of ovember 1967 ".
N.Z. Geographer (in pre ).
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OBITUARY
MR DOUGLAS A. CAMPBELL
In 1938 the Hawke's Bay floods and the ghastly damage
done to the Esk Valley stirred Douglas A. Campb ell, then Agricultural Master at Napier Boys' High S chool, to a realisation of
what was happening to the land. A s secretary of a local ac,tion
committee he worked to arouse the p eople of N ew Zealand to
their responsibility to posterity, and could claim to have played
an important part in the campaign for the passing of the Soil
Conservation and R ivers Control A ct 1941. In 1944 the Soil
Council appointed him as ew Z ealand's first Soil Conservator
and he served them continuously until his retirement in 1967.
His vision, energy and enthusiasm for the cause of soil conservation in many fields will long be rem embered - from land capability to demonstration farm s, from rabbit destruction to aully
control, from spaced planting to contour furrowin g.
But it is in conjunction with the development of aerial
farming that he became best known. He never tired of pushing
th e claims of what he liked to call th e "Conservation Air Arm"
and taught us to look to the skies for seed sowing, the application offertiliser and rabbit poison the supply offencing materials
and the control of incipient fires.
H e was a keen advocate for the setting up of the Tusso ck
Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute and was a member of
its Committee of Management from 1960 until 1967. Lincoln
College Council awarded him the Bledislo e M edal and H er
Majesty the Queen made him a m ember of the Imperial Service
Order.
In the f;assin g of Doug Campbell the land has lost a friend.
L. W. M cCaskill.

CHANGES AT THE INSTITUTE
The Co mmittee of M anage me nt o f th e Institute i now a co mmittee
of th e Lincoln Coll ege Coun ii.
This ha beco me nee a ry with th e impending a ppo intm ent of a
Profe or to the new hair of R ;inge M a nagement at th e o ll ege. Th
Professo r will a l o be Direc to r o f th e Institute. The co mpo iti on of th e
Co mmittee ha also cha nged .
The High-Country ommittee of Federa ted Fa rm ers a nd Lin coln
Co llege now each have two rcprese nta t ives instead of one. The Meat and
Wool Board have a co mbined m ember instead of separate represe nta tive
a before. Mr C. J. Speight of " W eth er H ill ", Oh ai, who ha repre ented
th ~ .Z. M ea t Produ c~r Boa rd since th e Institute was t up in 1960, h a
re 1gned . The Committee of M a nao-e ment may a lso now nomin a te one
member of its own choi e but no a ppo intm ent has y t been m ade. Th e
new membership is hown on the bac k cove r.
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TUSSOCK GRASSLANDS AND MOUNTAIN LANDS
INSTITUTE
Committee of Management
D.

McLeod

(Chairman ),

High-Country
Farmers.

Committee

of Federated

L. P. Chapman ( Deputy-Chairman ), New Zealand Wool Board & Meat
Producers Board.

I. L. Baumgart, Department of Scientific and Industria l Research.
Dr. M. M. Burns, Lincoln College.
A. E. Clark, Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council.

J.

Fitzharris, Department of Lands and Survey.

A. F. Greenall, Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council.
W. V. Hadfi eld, D epartment of Agriculture.

J.

T. Holloway, New Zealand Forest Service.

The Hon.

J. K.

McAlpine, Lincoln College Council.

A. S. Scaife, High-Country Committee of Federated Farmers.

Secretary:
H. G . Hunt, Lincoln College

Director:
Appointment pending.

Agronomist:
G. A. Dunbar
(Tel. 588-278 Ch'ch )

J. A. Hayward
(T el. 45 -732 Ch'ch)

Entomologist:

Technician:

Technician:

Dr. E. G. White
(Tel. 555-766 Ch'ch )

J. Barton
(Tel. 841-807 Ch'ch )

R. Skerten
(Tel. 81-593 Ch'ch)

Management Officer:

J. G.

Hughes
(Tel. 826 Springston )

Postal Address:
Box 56,
Lincoln College,
Christchurch.

Planning Officer:

Telephone:
Halswell 8029
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